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Wednesday 10th February, 2016
THE ASSEMBLY met at 2:00 p.m.
(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)
PRAY E R S
****

SPEAKER’S ANNOUNCEMENT
MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Order!
Order! Good afternoon Honourable Members. I take it
that you have all received notification for the General
Assembly tomorrow at 10:00 am, at Annexe 2. I request
that you attend so that we discuss issues this House. Let
us proceed with the questions.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
LACK OF ACCESS TO TOILETS OF
IPELEGENG PROGRAMME EMPLOYEES IN
SOWA TOWN
MR P. MAJAGA (NATA/GWETA) : asked the
Minister of Local Government and Rural Development
if he is aware that Ipelegeng Programme employees in
Sowa Town have no access to toilets; if so, when mobile
toilets will be supplied to remedy the situation.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN): Mr Speaker, I am
not aware that some Ipelegeng beneficiaries in Sowa
Town have no access to toilets. The practice however,
has been that Ipelegeng beneficiaries are free to access
toilets facilities at the nearest government facilities
closer to the areas they are working at. As such there
are no intentions to supply mobile toilets for use by
Ipelegeng beneficiaries at Sowa Township. Thank you.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
for this question. As you know the Sowa Town set up,
it is a suburb kind of arrangement yet we have people
coming from outside to work there.
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: That might be the
case but we do have public toilets as the MP has also
alluded that they have toilets at the tribal offices.
MR MMOLOTSI: Further supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: That is the last one Honourable
Members
MR MMOLOTSI: Is the Minister aware that there
are only two toilets, one for males and one for use
by females and that Tribal Authorities employees use
those? Do you mean to say that the Ipelegeng employees
should use those same toilets, given their number which
is more than 40?
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: Well, if that is the
situation on the ground Honourable Member, then at
this juncture I cannot give an answer that is not what
the reality is on the ground. So if there is something else
that we can add or improve the situation, then we will
have to go and look into it.
EXPOSURE OF FRANCISTOWN RESIDENTS
TO DANGER OF OVERFLOWING WASTE
WATER
MR M. I. MOSWAANE (FRANCISTOWN WEST):
asked the Minister of Minerals, Energy and Water
Resources:(i) if he is aware that Francistown residents are
exposed to danger due to overflowing of waste
water pumped directly into Ntshe and Tati Rivers;
(ii) why there was an omission in providing sewerage
lines at Area 25 in Gerald Estates; and

MR MAJAGA: Supplementary. Thank you Mr Speaker.
Honourable Minister, do you know Sowa Town?

(iii) to explain to this Honourable House the reasons
for such omissions and plans for remedial action.

Secondly, is the Minister aware of the fact that those
who do duty in Ipelegeng programme in Sowa Town
are from areas such as Malelejwa-Tshwaane settlements
and as such they appear to be strangers in Sowa?

ACTING MINISTER OF MINERALS, ENERGY
AND WATER RESOURCES (MR MOLEFHI): Mr
Speaker, I am aware that residents of Francistown may be
exposed to non-compliant effluent from some industries
that discharge unacceptable effluent into the Water
Utilities sewer network. The Water Utilities Corporation
(WUC) does not pump any effluent directly into the
Ntshe or Tati Rivers. The failure by some industries
to discharge acceptable quality effluent into the sewer
network continues to affect the Mambo Wastewater
Treatment Plant contributing to its inefficiency and
sometimes failure to comply with the Botswana Bureau
of Standards (BOBS) Standard No.93. This unsuitable
effluent sometimes causes a blockage of the pump-

MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: The fact that they
come from settlements and do duty in Sowa Town does
not mean that they do not have access to the government
facilities including the toilets.
MR
MOSWAANE:
Further
Supplementary.
Honourable Minister, in Sowa Town, everyone lives
their lives and where they are working are just suburbs
and therefore there are no public facilities? Where do
people answer the call of nature, that is what motivated
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station which at times results in the effluent flowing into
the river. Malfunctioning of the pump-station as a result
of power failures may also result in an overflow of the
pump-station into the surrounding areas. However, once
such overflows are detected, WUC addresses them by
bowsing the overflowing effluent using honey suckers
(sewage bowsers).
Mr Speaker, I am aware that Area 25 in Gerald Estates
does not have sewage reticulation. However, the issue
referred to by the Honourable Member of Parliament
is a land servicing component which is the mandate
of another Ministry; that is, Ministry of Lands and
Housing and could be considered as part of Francistown
upgrading. I thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Is the minister
aware that it is a deliberate move for that overflowing
of waste water to be pumped directly into Ntshe and
Tati Rivers?
On another one Honourable Minister; you mentioned
that land servicing does not fall under your jurisdiction
but are you aware that the Ministry is concerned when
it comes to issues of sewerage and public environment?
Why is it like that, since the government has released
P450 million for that area to be serviced…
MR SPEAKER: Be brief Honourable Member
MR MOSWAANE: I am trying to explain my concern
so that I may be responded to
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Member, please try to be
brief.
MR MOSWAANE: How can I be brief while I do not
get an answer that I need? Let me conclude, I could be
done sir.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable
supplementary questions, please.

Moswaane,

short

MR MOSWAANE: Sir, the Honourable Minister has
given us a long and vague response so I am just making
a follow up on it.
MR MMOLOTSI: Point of order Mr Speaker. I just
wanted to check if Honourable Moswaane is referring to
you Mr Speaker as Sir or there is someone else?
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Mmolotsi, for once be
serious during question time. Honourable Moswaane
please conclude your question.
MR MOSWAANE: I just wanted the Honourable
Minister to explain that since this component had been
budgeted for and the area was inclusive in that budget
but it appears that there has been some form of cheating
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from the contractor and he has not done the job. I do
not know if the Honourable Minister is aware of this.
Thank you.
ACTING MINISTER OF MINERALS, ENERGY
AND WATER RESOURCES (MR MOLEFHI):
Thank you Mr Speaker. I am not aware that the contractor
could have done anything wrong. If the Honourable
Member has such a speculation, it can be investigated to
find out if any fraudulence has been committed.
Secondly, the Water Utilities Corporation does not
intentionally dispose dirty water into the rivers in
Francistown. I have indicated that this unsuitable
effluent sometimes causes a blockage of the pumpstation which at times results in the effluent flowing into
the river. Together with the Ministry of Environment,
Wildlife and Tourism, we sometimes visit industries
and converse with the owners to connect sewerage
pipes. Some of them have been forced to have water
reticulation plants in their industries before they dispose
the water into the Water Utilities Corporation sewer.
These things are there and time and again, those who do
not comply face charges. Thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Is the Minister
aware that the areas that I am talking about have been
having these overflows for six years and the Water
Utilities Corporation is aware and they are the ones who
are doing this? Mr Speaker, I am saying this because
even their sewage bowsers can discharge waste there.
MR MOLEFHI: Honourable Member, I take your
concern very seriously. We will follow up and establish
the truth in what you are alleging because like I said;
there is no regulation that permits the Water Utilities
Corporation to dispose waste water where there are no
sewerage pipes. Thank you.
BENEFITING FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC
TOURISM BY PEOPLE OF CENTRAL
KALAHARI GAME RESERVE
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Environment, Wildlife and
Tourism whether there are any plans to assist the people
of Central Kalahari Game Reserve to benefit from
photographic tourism; if so, is there a budget for it and
what is the cost.
ACTING MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT,
WILDLIFE AND TOURISM (MR MAELE): Mr
Speaker, I confirm that that the government has plans
to assist the residents of the Central Kalahari Game
Reserve to benefit from photographic tourism. Some of
the activities have already begun such as mobilisation
of residents to create awareness and orientate them on

Wednesday 10thFebruary, 2016
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tourism and related activities as well as establishment
of a Joint Community Trust of which accrued benefits
shall be shared amongst all the residents of the Reserve.
The Trust will generate employment opportunities
to improve the livelihoods of the residents as well as
to conserve the environment. Potential community
campsites and lodge sites have also been identified in
consultation with the community.

MR H. B. BILLY (FRANCISTOWN EAST): asked
the Minister of Transport and Communications if he is
aware that Air Botswana has long submitted its strategy
for approval by Cabinet; if so:-

Plans for the tourism infrastructure have not yet been
completed, and therefore it is not possible at this stage
to determine the actual budget that will be required for
their development. Thank you Mr Speaker.

MINISTER
OF
TRANSPORT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS (MR MABEO): Mr Speaker,

MR SALAKAE: Supplementary. Minister, I hear
you well and you are indicating that you are doing
something for the CKGR community regarding the
question I asked. So, I would like to know what you are
saying about those you relocated to New Xade, telling
them that there is no life at CKGR. Have you told them
about the benefits of photographic tourism at CKGR so
that they can go back there since there is no life now at
New Xade?
MR MAELE: Thank you Mr Speaker. Thank you
Honourable Member. This answer is only about those at
CKGR as stated in the question. Had it been inclusive
of the residents of New Xade, we could have liaised
with the Ministry of Local Government and Rural
Development who are well vested in assessing social
welfare to help us determine if there is need to include
residents of New Xade in this project as well. But for
now, we were focusing only on those who stay at CKGR
Honourable Member.
MR MOREMI: Further supplementary. Minister,
since this question was asked on the 5th February
1998 at the Ntlo Ya Dikgosi and it has been 17 years
since it was talked about this beneficiation, can we be
given a timeline within which this is expected to be
accomplished as stated today 10th February 2016?
MR MAELE: I cannot confirm that this question has
been asked in 1998 and I cannot confirm how it was
answered. What I am saying in sentence number two
Mr Speaker, if you do not mind, I want to remind
Honourable Moremi that I said, “Some of the activities
have already begun such as mobilisation of residents
to create awareness and orientate them into tourism.” I
went on to indicate that campsites and lodge sites have
also been identified. So, I do not know if at the time
he was answered those lodges were already identified.
I was trying to highlight to you that at this juncture,
activities are underway like I said in my response.
APPROVAL OF AIR BOTSWANA STRATEGY BY
CABINET

(i) (i) how far has the process gone; and
(ii) to state whether Air Botswana is likely to re-fleet
anytime soon.

(i) Air Botswana has developed a five year business
plan that is aimed at turning around the airline,
and it will cover the following;
a. Organisational restructuring
b. Improved IT system
c. Re-fleeting
(ii) The strategy has been presented before Cabinet
and is currently being reviewed with other national
priorities. Successful implementation of the
business plan is therefore dependent on Cabinet
approving the funding aspect of the plan. Thank
you Mr Speaker.
MR BILLY: Supplementary. Thank you Minister.
Minister, are you aware that it has been over a year
since the strategy has been submitted at Cabinet?
Are you aware that it is important for this strategy to
be implemented instantly considering the life of Air
Botswana? Thank you.
MR MABEO: Thank you Honourable Member. I concur
with you that the strategy has long been submitted, but
bear in mind that a strategy is not something that you
are given and implement immediately. You have to
interrogate or we had to interrogate this strategy first as
the Ministry with the relevant parastatal. After that, that
is when we submitted it to the Cabinet.
Also bear in mind that like I said in my answer, we will
have to look at the turnaround strategy of Air Botswana
with the other priorities. Just some few days ago,
Minister of Finance was here, telling this House how
our economy is ferrying, and not everything is looking
great. That is why at the end of my answer I said, if
you allow me Mr Speaker, “Successful implementation
of the business plan is therefore dependent on Cabinet
approving the funding aspect of the plan.” Thank you
Mr Speaker.
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary. Thank you Mr
Speaker. Honourable Minister, I just want to appreciate
who were actually working or engaged on the strategy?
Hansard No 182
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Also to find out from you whether you are aware that
most of the government operated airlines all over the
world are not performing so well? Also to find out
whether in that strategy, was there no plan by government
to identify a strategic partner who can invest both equity
and management into the business?
MR MABEO: Thank you very much Honourable
Member. Let me start with the one of airlines around
the world not doing well. Let me appreciate that and
say this, they are not doing well but all over the world,
airlines are heavily subsidised by government, the same
thing is happening here. Again there are some which are
doing well, example being Ethiopian Airlines.
Secondly, let me say Honourable Members that here
we are talking about a strategy which the consultants
we engaged came up with. Like I earlier alluded to the
fact that we have to get the strategy, interrogate it as the
Ministry and afterwards find out what we can manage to
do. We have done that. I do not think it will be proper
that while we are still looking at the strategy and having
also explained that we have gone as far as taking it to
the Cabinet then we turn around and look for a strategic
partner. I think it is an issue that we can look into later if
we find out that what is in the strategy could work for us
but we cannot manage it. Thank you Mr Speaker.
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY IN SOWA TOWN
MR P. MAJAGA (NATA/GWETA): asked the Minister
of Trade and Industry if he will consider establishing
an Economic Development Agency in Sowa Town to
stimulate and support area based economic development
initiatives in the town and surrounding areas.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF TRADE AND
INDUSTRY (MR KEBONANG): Mr Speaker, my
Ministry continues to establish economic agencies
across the country in an effort to bring services closer
to the people, through its Parastatals such as the
Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA),
Botswana Investment and Trade Centre (BITC) and
Local Enterprise Authority (LEA).
In this regard, Sowa Town is being serviced from
Masunga LEA Branch, while CEDA facilitates the
township from Francistown.
In addition Mr Speaker, CEDA has introduced a mobile
office covering the North. This mobile office covers the
North East District, the villages of Nata, Gweta, Sowa
Town, Dukwi and Kutamogoree.
Further, my Ministry through the Botswana
Investment and Trade Centre (BITC) has identified …
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(interruptions)… Honourable Wynter… has identified
Francistown as one of the eight (8) sites for the
development of Special Economic Zones (SEZs). The
Francistown Special Economic Zone is planned to be
developed into a mining supplies and logistics hub.
Therefore, Sowa Town will be covered by this facility
as it is within the 200km radius of Francistown. Those
representing the City of Francistown should be happy.
Therefore with all these agencies, we do not have any
plans to establish an office in Sowa Town. Thank you
Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, Honourable
Wynter is part of your answer?
MR KEBONANG: No, Mr Speaker, I was getting his
attention.
MR SPEAKER: Okay.
MR MOREMI: Supplementary. Thank you Minister.
In your answer concerning Special Economic Zones, I
need clarification why they were made in phases? Maun
zone is not mentioned anywhere in the first phase. Do
we have shortages of people who establish these zones
or there is a different explanation?
MR KEBONANG: Thank you Honourable Member for
that question. In terms of what is planned with Special
Economic Zones, the first eight that we allude to, that
is just the first phase of the Special Economic Zones. I
can assure you that Maun will be in the second phase.
What has happened now is that we have appointed a
Board for the Special Economic Zones; the first Board
Meeting is tomorrow. We anticipate that the Board
will then proceed to appoint a Chief Executive Officer
(CEO). We took a benchmarking exercise or a tour to
Poland and Ireland in order to benchmark and learn
from those countries that have Special Economic Zones.
We are hopeful that we will have the CEO in place being
somebody who has dealt with Special Economic Zones
before and for him to come and establish the agency
here and then proceed to add on more countries. He is
going to be spread out throughout the country. Thank
you Honourable Member.
MR NTLHAILE: Supplementary. Thank you Mr
Speaker. Minister, I hear you when you say you are
thinking of spreading them across the country. Minister,
when do you plan to have Special Economic Zones for
constituencies such as Jwaneng/Mabutsane, Kgalagadi
and Ghanzi because they are just along the TransKalahari Highway and the railway to Namibia?
MR KEBONANG: Thank you Honourable Minister.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter)…

Wednesday 10thFebruary, 2016
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Honourable Member.
MR KEBONANG: Honourable Member. Let me not
shy away from answering that question. As I have
indicated, we have the first phase where we identified
the eight Special Economic Zones, the idea is that once
the authority is fully functional, they will look at the
entire country to see which geographical areas would be
included in the second phase of the Special Economic
Zones. I do not want at this stage to pre-empt what
would be the finding but the intention is basically to try
and make the whole country a Special Economic Zone if
that will benefit the country, but that is for the authority
to find out whether that would work out. Thank you.
TEACHING OF PARTISAN POLITICS
DURING CLASSES BY SOME PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
MR M. I. MOSWAANE (FRANCISTOWN WEST):
asked the Minister of Education and Skills Development
if she is aware that some teachers in primary and
secondary schools are teaching partisan politics during
their classes; if so, what is she doing to remedy the
situation.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): Mr
Speaker, I am not aware of any reported case or cases of
teachers teaching partisan politics during their classes.
It would be very unfortunate if some teachers lack the
professionalism to deliver the curriculum as they have
been directed and I can assure the Honourable Member
that we do not in any way condone such behaviour.
Mr Speaker, if any teacher can be reported or caught
teaching partisan politics, the necessary discipline will
ensue. I thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister, you are saying no case has been reported but I
once reported. So I just wanted to ask if you are aware
of some programmes that were shown saying in schools
during the Social Studies lessons the teachers would
ask for five minutes to teach about ‘moono’ (opposition
politics) done by those who are affiliated to Umbrella
for Democratic Party?
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): …
(inaudible)… we do not know their veracity. If there was
a question that was directed to our Ministry reporting
such matters Mr Speaker appropriate measures would
be taken. I thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of procedure. Minister
if I can give you the lead regarding this issue will you
follow it up? I am saying this because it is happening in
some schools in Francistown. I thank you.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. Thank you
very much. Mr Speaker, I am very worried, I think
the Honourable Member is fond of making very wild
accusations and this is a very serious…
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Butale, sit down.
Honourable Moswaane was standing on procedure or
what?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: Order! The problem is that both of
you had switched on your microphones. I heard the
word procedure, and when I looked I saw Honourable
Moswaane. Honourable Moswaane if that was a
question then wait for an answer that is when we will
move on to other things. Honourable Minister respond
to Honourable Moswaane’s question.
MR GOYA: Mr Speaker, If the Honourable Member
could bring the lead I will investigate everything that
could have made him suspicious. I thank you.
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. Thank you very
much. My point of order is that the Honourable Member
has made a very wild accusation to the Umbrella for
Democratic Change. I think the procedure would have
been for him to go to the Minister and report and give
him evidence so that the Minister investigates. For him
to come here and impute improper motives on the next
government of this country is not right. I think you need
to call him to order.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS:…(Laughter!)…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, let it
go. Honourable Moswaane was asking his question and
it has been answered.
MR ARONE: On a point of procedure. Mr Speaker, I
just want your chair to help us. Although you are saying
the Honourable Member has just asked his question,
these are some of the accusations but we are talking
about the education system of this country. You are
imputing that the teachers teach politics and they are
encouraged by one party that was named one gentleman.
Those are some of the things that we are not supposed to
allow in this House. Atleast he could have come to your
table and asked you to demand for evidence from the
Honourable Member to see if this issue is serious in that
it qualifies to be brought to Parliament.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, I have
requested that you stop talking about this issue. The
question was asked and the Minister responded. I now do
not understand why we are still talking about it. Listen,
we cannot stop the Honourable Member from asking the
question that he wants to ask…(interruptions)…
Hansard No 182
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, point of
order!
MR SPEAKER: You know what I will stop you from
saying whatever you want to say. I am standing and you
are busy pressing the microphones calling for point of
order. When you ask questions we will look at them as
it is according to the Standing Order. If the question
contradicts the standing order, we will not allow it. So
please if you have a question you will ask the Minister
a different question.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MS TSHIRELETSO): On a point of order. Mr
Speaker, you have made a ruling and let us refrain
from asking questions that impute improper motives on
others. You said they teach about “moono”, (opposition
politics) you never said the Members of Parliament
or the UDC. He did not mention names. That could
have been the instruction from the headteacher, Ms
Tshireletso or anybody, he never said UDC.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MS TSHIRELETSO: I mean you have made a ruling
Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Butale, Order!
Honourable Members the question has been asked and
responded to even the supplementaries. Let us continue.
MR MMOLOTSI: On a point of order. Mr Speaker,
we are out of order because there is no how somebody
could come here and talk about a subject that is so
political, that has clear objectives of politics.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Mmolotsi, you are
out of order. I said we are done with question six.
UPDATES ON CONNECTION OF
SETTLEMENTS TO ELECTRICITY GRID IN
GHANZI CONSTITUENCY
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Minerals, Energy and Water
Resources:(i) to state the number of settlements that were
connected to electricity grid during the Financial
Year 2014/2015;
(a) how many are from Ghanzi and Ghanzi South
constituencies;
(b) to provide the names of the settlements;
(iii) to state, from the 28 villages earmarked for
electrification in the current financial year;
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(a) how many villages are from Ghanzi North and
Ghanzi South constituencies;
(b) to provide the names of the proposed villages; and
(c) what is the budget for each.
ACTING MINISTER OF MINERALS, ENERGY
AND WATER RESOURCES (MR MOLEFHI): Mr
Speaker, during the financial year 2014/15 there were
no new villages budgeted for electrification. However,
there were network extensions in nine villages including
Charles Hill in Ghanzi South constituency.
Mr Speaker, 10 new villages are earmarked for
electrification and 24 villages for electricity network
extension in the current financial year, 2015/2016. None
of these villages are from Ghanzi north and Ghanzi
South constituencies and therefore no budget has been
allocated.
Thank you Mr Speaker
CONSIDERATION TO EXTEND THE EXISTING
RAILWAY LINE BETWEEN MOSETSE AND
SOWA TOWN
MR P. MAJAGA (NATA/GWETA): asked the
Minister of Transport and Communications if he will
consider extending the existing railway line/track
between Mosetse and Sowa Town to the north west of
the country (i.e. Kasane and Maun).
MINISTER
OF
TRANSPORT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS (MR MABEO): Thank you
Mr Speaker. Considerations have been made to branch
off from Sua Pan Branch line at Mosetse to Kazungula.
A Pre-feasibility Study of Mosetse - Kazungula Link was
carried out by Canadian Pacific Consultancy Services
(CPCS) Transcom International Limited (Consultants) in
December 2011.
On the 30th March, 2012 The Minister of Transport
and Communications, Botswana and The Minister of
Transport, Supply, Works and Communications, Zambia
signed a Sponsors Agreement for the Kazungula Bridge
Project committing that each party will be responsible
to individually construct the necessary highway and
railway connections to link the bridge infrastructure to
its national network to time it such that it coincides with
the completion of the construction phase of the bridge
infrastructure.
My Ministry is currently sourcing funds for design a
construction of the Mosetse - Kazungula line. Thank you
Mr Speaker.
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MR MAJAGA: Supplementary. Thank you Mr Speaker.
Honourable Minister Can you please clarify whether this
branch off will be from Sowa or it rather from Mosetse
and Sowa is excluded? Reasons being, if it branch off
from Sowa it will be very helpful to the Botswana Ash
company to export their natural Sodium products (salt) to
the neighbouring countries like Zambia and Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC).
MR MABEO: Thank you Mr Speaker. If possible we will
try and branch it from there because it is very important
that the salt gets to the buyers.
DELAYS IN PROCESSING ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT SCHEME APPLICATIONS
MR M. I. MOSWAANE (FRANCISTOWN WEST):
Asked the Minister of Labour and Home Affairs:(i) If he is aware that the Gender Affairs Department
takes too long to process applications for the
Economic Empowerment Scheme; and
(ii) Why the applications of Five Star Textile
Manufacturing and Recalyceb have taken more
than two (2) years to be processed.
MINISTER OF LABOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS
(MR BATSHU): Mr Speaker, I would like to start
by outlining the procedure and process for funding
projects under the Women’s Economic Empowerment
Programme. My Ministry through the nine (9) Gender
Affairs Department offices in Serowe, Selibe Phikwe,
Francistown, Kasane, Maun, Ghanzi, Tsabong, Kanye
and Gaborone receives applications for funding and
business proposals, which are then checked and validated
by district offices before submission to headquarters
(Gaborone) for assessment.
Where proposals are found to be lacking at district
level, beneficiaries are informed of the gaps and given
an opportunity to re-submit with a one month deadline.
Once the process is completed, proposals are forwarded
to headquarters for validation in preparation for site
assessment. Site assessment involves direct interaction
with beneficiaries at the proposed business site to ascertain
the environment of the project to inform project viability.
Upon completion of site assessment, a report is prepared
for consideration by the Project Assessment Committee
(PAC), which comprises of members from various sectors
with various expertise, including Government. After
consideration by the Committee, beneficiaries are then
informed of the outcome, after which they have to submit
their banking details for transfer of funds where projects
have been approved. The turnaround time is 59 days.
Implementation has in some cases taken longer than the
turnaround time. This is attributed to a number of factors
being;
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a) Delays in re-submission where applicants were to
close gaps.
b) Failure by applicants to submit supporting
documents such as banking details and shareholder
certificates.
c) Lack of meticulousness in company details where
in some cases there are variations in documents
submitted such as company names and bank
accounts.
d) Group dynamics where members may be in conflict
resulting in some resigning, hence re-constitution
of membership.
It is in this regard that my Ministry has reviewed the
programme to amongst others accommodate funding
of individuals and community projects. Furthermore,
my Ministry is looking into capacitating Gender Affairs
Department to intensify support.
(ii) Five Stars Textile Manufacturing (Five Stars)
submitted their business proposal on the 22nd July
2013 in Francistown office. On the 4th October,
2013 Five Stars was informed about gaps in their
proposal being; the need to review their financial
projections and provide budget breakdown. Five
Stars did not respond until 12th March 2014 when
the Francistown office followed them up on their
pending submission. It was then that Five Stars resubmitted on the 22nd May, 2014.
MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Honourable
Minister, order! Your answer took too long and we
are now running out of time to ask questions. Give
Honourable Minister the written answer and question 10
will be answered tomorrow with the rest of tomorrow’s
questions.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
(MR MAKGALEMELE): On a point of procedure.
Mr Speaker, with all due respect is it possible to have
this answer completed tomorrow due to the fact that
Honourable Minister did not finish answering it due to
time? These answers are very important to the house
that is why I am pleading with you to let it be finished
tomorrow together with question 10.
MR SPEAKER: The answer is too long; he will give
him a written answer.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of procedure. When
questions are asked, they are not for individuals. The
procedure is; answers are given to the whole house, not to
individual on a piece of paper to take home. I am pleading
with you Mr Speaker to let this answer be continued
Hansard No 182
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tomorrow because it is very important and inputs from
other members of the house are going to be needed.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members. I am
done with that issue let us stop going back to it. If I knew
that his answer would be that long, I would not have let
him read it in the first place. I would have asked him to
give you a written answer which is standing order 38.4;
you can refer to it if you have a problem with my decision.

TABLING OF PAPER
The following paper was tabled:
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 90 OF 2015
TRADE EXEMPTION NO. 19 REGULATIONS
2015.
(Assistant Minister of Trade and Industry)
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Point of order. Thank you Mr
Speaker. In the past two days we requested Honourable
Mmolotsi to produce evidence regarding his allegations
so yesterday we were promised that he will produce
it. Therefore he should perhaps produce it before we
proceed.
MR SPEAKER: Yes indeed Honourable Members.
When I came to the House Honourable Speaker informed
me that she is waiting for Honourable Mmolotsi to bring
evidence. I am not sure if it has been submitted. I hope
that he will deliver because the information I have is
that it shall be submitted. I hope that it will be submitted
to Madam Speaker today.
MR MAKGALEMELE: Further point of order.
Mr Speaker, today is Wednesday. On Monday when
Honourable Mmolotsi was debating he alleged to
have evidence that we were given Economic Stimulus
Package (ESP) documents by the Vice President. He was
requested to submit it yesterday Mr Speaker but he did
not and he promised to submit it today. So Honourable
Mmolotsi should bring evidence or you must adjourn
this House so that he can go and submit otherwise he
should withdraw, that is defamation.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Members,
let us not look it from that perspective. I said when I
came to this House Madam Speaker informed me that
she is expecting evidence to be submitted to her office
so since I am here and she is at the office maybe it has
been submitted if not it will. When we break I will
go and ask Madam Speaker to explain if it has been
submitted because the agreement was that it should be
submitted to the office. Let us all agree because there is
still time, when we break I will make a follow-up right
Honourable Members?
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HONOURABLE MEMBERS: No Mr Speaker.
MR MOSWAANE: Point of order. Mr Speaker, this
House will soon lose the respect is supposed to command
if I will be asked to produce evidence the whole week
regarding the allegations I willingly made. I humbly
request my colleagues in this House to support my
proposal to adjourn so that evidence can be provided,
we have been defamed it is enough. If not the quorum
will simply collapse so that you can see our seriousness.
Thank you.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, let it be,
you can accuse a person based on what they have said.
I believe Honourable Mmolotsi should stand to clarify
whether he has already submitted it to Madam Speaker
because when I came here I was reliably informed that
they are still waiting for it. Honourable Mmolotsi have
you submitted it to Madam Speaker?
MR MMOLOTSI: Yes. I think maybe Madam Speaker
will inform you of our agreement when we adjourn here
Sir. Of course yesterday Honourable Tsogwane made a
confirmation that those documents are there…
MR SPEAKER: Just answer my question.
MR MMOLOTSI: Even the Vice President can confirm
that he gave his faction so I do not think this is news to
them. They know.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members. I
seriously thought Honourable Mmolotsi will be of
assistance to clarify whether he has submitted the
evidence but now he is complicating matters therefore
I will ask Madam Speaker if there is evidence if there
is none he will have to stand and do the obvious; to
withdraw. I will first confirm at the office about the due
agreement. For now let us proceed with our business,
this will not hinder us.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Point of order. Thank you
Mr Speaker. Yesterday Honourable Minister Molale
delivered words which were false in his statement. I
even asked him a question and implored him to produce
evidence; we adjourned without him producing that
evidence. This means that in the record, I Major General
Pius Mokgware and Butale went to the media with false
reports. If this issue can be left as it is, it would really
displease me that is why I seem to be quiet today. When
I look at him, I see the way it was addressed yesterday, I
am not happy because the issue concerning me…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
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MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Mokgware,
you are in a totally different issue. I made a ruling
yesterday in this issue that any complaints regarding
the statement delivered by Honourable Molale should
be forwarded to my office. Honourable Members I can
see that your intention is to disrupt this House so that
we may lose focus on the issue to find evidence being
requested from Honourable Mmolotsi but since I have
so much interest in ensuring that this House proceed
without any disruptions I will not entertain that. I am
going to employ Standing Order 26.2 to adjourn this
House for ten minutes only. I am going to the office to
take the necessary evidence; I will inform you about
the agreement. Honourable Mmolotsi let us go to the
Speaker’s Chambers.
PROCEEDINGS SUSPENDED FOR
APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Members,
I have returned. I met with Honourable Mmolotsi
and Madam Speaker so we discussed and agreed that
tomorrow is the last day.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (murmurs)...
MR SPEAKER: Order. We have spoken about it and
we agreed that tomorrow is the deadline for Honourable
Mmolotsi to have brought the evidence or else he should
withdraw his statement. That is what we agreed and so
we no continue with the business.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of order Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker, even if we could seek the intervention of
a traditional doctor or a prophet we were still not going
to find anything. The Honourable Member is searching
for a paper that he has never seen. If you can read the
Hansard…
MR SPEAKER: Please be brief Honourable Moswaane.
MR MOSWAANE: If you can read the Hansard you
will find that he said that he has got that paper and
he will bring it with him to the House. I am therefore
saying that he should withdraw the statement. He can
only not withdraw if by sheer luck he can find that
proof otherwise today it is evident that he did not find
anything.
MR SPEAKER: Order Honourable Moswaane.
Honourable Members, I have made a ruling on that
one. So, that is a concluded issue. We shall talk about
it tomorrow because we have agreed on that, I am done
with that issue. Let us continue with our programme.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): On a point of procedure Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker, I am aware that you have closed further
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discussion on that matter. I want to remind you though
that in terms of the procedures of this House you
cannot change a decision that was taken in this House
elsewhere but here. It does not matter if it was taken
by the Speaker but it has to be done in this House. If
you made a decision elsewhere yesterday instead of the
proof being brought to this House then we are out of
procedure.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Members, that issue is
closed. We have taken a decision on it and the proof
shall be produced tomorrow. Let us continue with the
debate on Honourable Matambo’s budget speech.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATIONS
(DR
VENSON-MOITOI): With all due respect Mr Speaker
we are not supposed to disrespect you. We know that
have an agreement with Madam Speaker but procedural
matters should be concluded whilst still fresh. We
acknowledge what you are saying but to ask us to wait
for tomorrow would be unfair. The Honourable Member
had said that he has got proof yesterday but if you insist
that we should wait then we have no choice but to accept.
MR SPEAKER: Order. I believe that the mother
of the House has said it all. For the sake of progress
Honourable Members let us continue with the debate on
the budget.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): On a point of procedure Mr
Speaker. Mr Speaker, you are making things difficult for
us when it comes to procedure. You made the decision
on Monday and on Tuesday you had changed it and
today you are changing it again. Please explain to us if
at all you are assisting Honourable Mmolotsi to look for
that proof.
MR SPEAKER: Order Honourable Members. I knew
that you were aiming to take it in that direction. I knew
that the words that Honourable Makgalemele just said
were coming and be that as it may be I do not want to fight
with anyone. I do not want to be provoked by anyone.
When I briefly adjourned the House I went to meet with
Madam Speaker where the proof was supposed to be
produced and we agreed that I should continue with the
House and that the proof will be brought in tomorrow.
So Honourable Members I will not be accepting any
point of order or point of procedure, we are continuing
with the debate on the Budget.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR SPEAKER: No, no more point of orders.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order sir.
Hansard No 182
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2016 No. 1 OF 2016
Second Reading
(Resumed Debate)
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane switch off
that microphone, I will not allow you that. Order,
Honourable Members. When the House adjourned
yesterday Honourable Phenyo Butale was on the floor
and he was left with 28 minutes 7 seconds. Honourable
Butale the floor is yours.
DR P. BUTALE: Thank you so much Mr Speaker. I
would like to do a quick recap of what I started with
yesterday. I started with a complaint of…
MR MOSWAANE: Order, is provided for on the
Standing Orders.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, I said that I
am not going to give you the floor.
MR MOSWAANE: I called out for a point of order. I
am not wrong.
MR SPEAKER: Order. Honourable Moswaane, I said I
am no longer going to allow any more calls for point of
order on this matter.
MR MOSWAANE: Which Standing Order would you
be using sir?
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, please
cooperate with me. I want the House to continue with
the business.
MR MOSWAANE: Yes, but I had called for a point of
order. I am raising on a point of order sir.
MR SPEAKER: No, switch off the microphone
Honourable Moswaane.
MR MOSWAANE: I called for a point of order Sir.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Butale.
DR P. BUTALE: Thank you very much…
MR MOSWAANE: Calling for a point of order is
allowed by the Constitution of Botswana Sir.
DR P. BUTALE: Mr Speaker, how does this Honourable
Member speak to the Minister sitting down?
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Butale, please sit down
for now. Honourable Moswaane, your point of order
should not be about the issue that we concluded on.
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MR MOSWAANE: No you were concluding a different
matter. I wanted you to realise Madam Speaker was
reluctant about the issue and he even wanted proof form
the Members of the ruling party whilst the Members
who uttered those words was present. This just makes
us wonder if you are not in cahoots with those from that
side of the aisle.
MR SPEAKER: Order. Can you now see what I was
talking about? Any Member who is going to do as
Honourable Moswaane did will be thrown out because I
want us to continue. Honourable Butale, continue with
your debate of the Budget.
DR P. BUTALE: Thank you very much. I was going
to recap on my complaint and lack of coverage that is
often given to the views expressed by members from
our bench on various policy issues. I could not help
but wonder; if the other side is so confident about your
policies and your ideas, you are so confident about your
performance in Parliament why do you not broadcast
Parliament live and the speeches of the Leader of
Opposition live, so that Batswana can make informed
decisions. I think that is a very serious deficiency in
our democracy. I think next time when anyone of you
speaks about the good name of this regime you need to
know that there are vibrant and functional democracies
out there, your days of basking in the limelight are over.
I had also started making a point of the gloomy picture
that you have successfully painted Honourable Minister
of Finance, I shall return to that point. I wanted to deal
first of all with something I believe is a misconception.
Most of us believe that the budget is only about
allocation of funds. I think the budget is much more than
that and I want to deal briefly with the budget as a policy
tool. Philosopher or writer Thomas Dye explains that a
policy is everything that a government intends to do or
not to do. Which means that at a macro level we would
have expected Honourable Minister you to chart the
way forward, and make clear policy pronouncements.
For example, you needed to have given us at least a total
in terms of quantum of how much you are going to use
on Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP). I will return
to the issue of ESP later.
When you look at issues of education, you told us
you are going to increase or education is going to
get more money than any other Ministry but that has
been happening in the past few years, but the results
have been plummeting instead of improving. You are
not telling us how different your approach is going to
be. In fact in my constituency, parents are concerned
about results of schools such Segoditshane, Boikhutso
and Notwane where the results are very bad. In this
juncture maybe I should sneak in and congratulate
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Camp Primary who under difficult conditions…If you
got to teachers’ quarters at Camp Primary School, you
will cry because it is just inhabitable but they have
indeed continued to do well. Again because you did not
provide direction in terms of policy as the budget should
do, there is confusion in terms of exactly what you want
to do in terms of skills development in education. At
the University of Botswana (UB) right now, there is
something that I could...

other properly as adults. You should talk to each other
with respect and oppose each other respectfully and you
will see things going well.

MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO): Point
of order. Thank you very much Honourable Speaker. I
am listening to my colleague here and what he is asking
for, he is now on Committee of Supply. Honourable
Matambo is not a Minister of Education, he cannot
talk about policy issues and all those things which the
Minister of Education will come and talk about. Right
now we are debating the generalities of the Budget
Speech. I am saying please call him to order.

MR SPEAKER: Order! Are you repeating the same
thing which I asked you not to…

MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Order! You
are right Ms Makgato, we are not at the Committee
of Supply yet, but I am listening to the Honourable
Member, he is still getting himself ready to come to the
issue on the table, let us give him a chance. He should
also not take forever talking about falling classrooms
and so forth. You will address those extensively during
the Committee of Supply when talking about Education.
For now talk about the generalities of the budget
Honourable Member.
DR P. BUTALE: But you see the problem with the
Honourable Minister is that she just arrived. I told this
House that the budget is not simply about allocation of
funds, a budget is a policy tool, a budget is an instrument
of governance. So your myopic understanding of the
budget cannot limit my debate. I am saying it at macro
level...
MS MAKGATO: Point of order. The Honourable
Member is the one who is myopic because Committees
of Supply is part of the budgeting process, it is just a
question of at which point do we discuss what he is
discussing now. I am correct in saying where we are,
we talk generalities, not specifics. So that one of being
myopic, he is the one who is myopic.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Address each other properly.
This ‘English’ of yours is going to disturb the
proceedings of today…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: ...(Murmurs)...
MR SPEAKER: Order! Address each other properly,
Honourable Butale. If you are still using words
which imply that others are putting on orgclapps (eye
blinders), they are myopic; you are not addressing each

DR P. BUTALE: You Mr Speaker, I am talking about
approaching the budget at a macro level. That is exactly
where I am. You can help me describe it if it is not
myopic. I am talking about generalities at the macro
level...

DR P. BUTALE: At the macro level...
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR SPEAKER: Please wait a moment Honourable
Makgato. Honourable Butale, I was on my feet a
moment ago reminding you that you should use words
which do not provoke others so that you would be able
to be productive in your debate, now you are saying
something which I was rebuking you for. What do you
want me to do now?
DR P. BUTALE: I am addressing the budget at a macro
level. She is talking about the macro level where we talk
about specifics...
MR SPEAKER: Order! No, what I am saying is that
you heard me saying you should not use provocative
words like myopic, because they are also going to use
other English words…
DR P. BUTALE: Is she going to dictate to me how to
debate? Is that what you are saying?
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Butale, if there is
one thing you should not do is to argue with me when I
am trying to guide you. I am trying to facilitate a smooth
debate in this House. Address each other properly. They
should not disturb you because I want to listen to your
debate; so if they keep interjecting you might eventually
forget what you had intended to say. When I counsel
you sir, take my advice.
DR P. BUTALE: Thank you very much, I was
speaking...
MR KHAN: Point of order. Honourable Speaker, if you
recall in this very House when you were seated right
there, you permitted Honourable Makgato to use the
words ‘kindergarten mentality’ referring to us on the
other side of the aisle, and you permitted that, you set
precedence. So now all of a sudden because it is the
other way, it is wrong to use words like myopic. I think
you correct yourself; we should get this House in order
from that seat that you are in.
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MR SPEAKER: Order! Yes, you have indeed forgotten
when you now want to involve me in your issues, I
ruled at that time that those words are not acceptable
in Parliament, address each other with respect because
eventually you will bring those words to me and I will
also return them to you. Honourable Butale, come back
to the topic on the budget and present your case.
DR P. BUTALE: My approach to this budget is in two
folds, there is macro level where the budget acts as a
policy tool and then there will be the micro level where
we come in and discuss the allocations. That is how I
am going to approach this budget. I was speaking about
the lack of direction in terms of the education approach
and development of skills. I was going to speak briefly
about what I believe is a systematic way of trying to do
away with the pride of Batswana which is UB through a
drastic reduction in the sponsorships of the arts.
I think that is something that we need to have a very
clear policy direction on because global thinking is
going towards a multi-disciplinary focus instead of
narrow one on certain subject areas.
I also wanted to talk about this lack of clear use of
budget as a policy tool. It comes in mixed priorities. I
will give an example of the Botswana Defence Force
(BDF) expenditure on weaponry. As Honourable Molao
was speaking earlier on, I could not help but wonder
how we got here, how we got to this point where we
are struggling to understand very basic issues. The issue
is not about starving the military; the issue is about
knowing exactly what our military needs. The issue is
about proceeding knowing that we need a small and
professional military. Our military does not need fighter
jets. Our military for example needs helicopters. That
is what our military needs. So our military needs us to
focus on the welfare of our officers. And I say I brought
a question in this Parliament earlier on last year talking
about the salary structure of soldiers and guards at
Prisons and police officers. The Minister promised that
the structure will be done by February and the people
will start benefiting in April last year. We are going
to another April, we are proceeding in terms of salary
negotiations for those that are not disciplined, but these
people have nothing to show, and nobody is thinking
about them. That is where the money is supposed to go.
And I am saying if your budget was used properly as a
policy tool, then we will be able to address exactly what
we need to address.
In Maruapula SSG Camp, somebody who has been
serving wearing uniform with pride, serving this nation
for five years, has been staying in a tent for five years.
That is where the money is supposed to go. That is what
we are saying, and it is very simple logic, I think it
should be very easy to understand.
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I also say the budget lacks a very clear developmental
philosophy …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
DR P. BUTALE: I am not yielding. It lacks very
clear developmental philosophy that would show that
Honourable Minister, you are in touch with global
thinking on development. You spoke about Local
Economic Development (LED) which is a welcome
development, but one wonders as the Leader of the
Opposition said, why are you speaking about it now?
Your commitment is suspect because instead of
decentralising, you are centralising, and centralisation
has nothing to do with government efficiency and
effectiveness. I think it has everything to do with
government tenders.
Centralisation in a situation where Ministers and civil
servants are allowed to do business with government
encourages what is called state capture. Minister, prove
us wrong, take LED seriously and make sure that it is
implemented.
When you talk about decentralisation, Gaborone as a
city is growing fast. The people of Gaborone have the
capacity to run a very successful and vibrant economy
if the fiscal authorities allow them. We have a potential
strong tax base; we can deal with the challenges that
have eluded this government. Challenges such as dusty
internal road, challenges such as dark streets, we can
deal with them if you could reduce your stranglehold
on Local Government. Far sighted Governments have
seen that this is the way to go in terms of allowing cities
to have more autonomy in terms of dealing with their
own developmental issues, and I think this is a very
important point.
I want to also now get into the point or the issue or the
much talked about Economic Stimulus Package (ESP).
Mr Speaker, before I get into that, I want to introduce a
concept to you, this concept is a propaganda technique
that is often attributed, that is often credited to one
gentleman called Adolf Hitler. It is termed a ‘big lie,’
that is the concept. Hitler believed in the use of a lie so
colossal that it would be almost impossible for it to be
believed. He believed that you tell this lie repeatedly
and frequently and then you stand a better chance of this
lie becoming believable. Unfortunately ours is a society
where knowledge, in terms of economic literally, is low,
even amongst those of us who have tertiary education. I
would expect this Government to be worried about this
instead of exploiting it ruthlessly for political gain, but
this is exactly what is happening with ESP.
His Honour the Vice President, some Ministers, and
other people have used every opportunity to sell these
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untruth ESP as a bold plan to transform the economy.
Honourable Minister, I want to put it to you, very
steadfastly, there is nothing bold about this intervention,
not the idea, not even the amounts involved and certainly
not the potential. The only bold and audacious thing
about this ESP is dishonesty involved.
We have been told that ESP is a bold plan to transform
the economy, and all those who brought emulations and
placing it on ESP have failed to engage the concept.
Tell us what is ESP?
The accounts or the budget tells a different story. The
budget of 2015/2016 is P3.5 billion lower than that for
fiscal year 2014/2015; there is no fiscal expansion here,
there is no ramping up of demand, and therefore there
cannot be any stimulus. How do you talk about fiscal
expansion when the budget has gone down? Those of
you who are going to speak, engage this concept, stop
emulating, tell us, and engage this concept so that we
can compete at the level of ideas.
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of elucidation. Thank
you Mr Speaker. You are on it Honourable Member;
what economists are saying is how come we could have
stimulation of the economy with reduced spending; how
is that possible?
DR P. BUTALE: Exactly, it beats me. And I challenge
all of you who are going to speak about ESP to engage
this concept because it is not feasible. The budget for
ESP, at least the one that we know is only P2 billion
and I do not know which word to use these days but it is
naive. Even if we were to agree that what this economy
needs is more money, it is naive to believe that P2 billion
will suffice. And I am just wondering how you convince
yourself that P2 billion would deliver exactly what you
are promising to the nation.
But let me tell you what P2 billion can do, P2 billion
can line the pockets of a few corrupt tenderpreneurs; P2
million can line the pocket of a few corrupt politicians
because ESP, the more you speak about it, it comes to
me as a plan to circumvent normal public procurement
processes. That is what it is.
ESP basically has no design. When you look at it, it is
backlog eradiation; when you look at it, it is the EDD.
The Vice President spoke in this House in November that
ESP was brilliantly conceived and brilliantly delivered
by the President. With due respect, the Vice President
is being very mean and unkind to the President. There
is no programme design in ESP, not at all. It is poorly
conceived, it is poorly designed, let the monumental
disaster which is the poverty eradication framework.
While I am there, I think it should be concerning to
everybody, to all Batswana that the person responsible

for ESP is none other than the Vice President. This is the
same man, as I said, who led the disinformation on ESP,
but it is the same man who has led to the failure of the
poverty eradication framework. He has to-date failed to
give this Parliament the Poverty Eradication Policy he
promised in the last Parliament. As if I forget, he is the
same man who failed to deliver to this Parliament the
Freedom of Information Act which he promised that it
would come in a matter of months after he connived
to defeat the Private Members’ Bill that was brought
by Honourable Dumelang Saleshando as he then was.
Now my question is can we trust him with an equally
weighty assignment as job creation; I do not and I do not
understand the excitement about ESP.
I think the issue of ESP; the hoax it is and the big lie it
is, is rested.
Now I want to speak to the issue of youth unemployment.
I think we can fail to do everything else but something
that we can ill afford is to fail our youth. I think the cost
of our poor education system and the gambling that we
are doing with our young people, today it is bridging
courses, tomorrow it is Tirelo Setshaba, the next day
is the boot camp, the other day it is the next thing, I
challenge you Honourable Minister of Youth to show
to us that these plethora of programmes are sufficiently
grounded on evidence, evidence that we see as we live
with our people. I want to say…
MR MOSWAANE: Point of order.
DR P. BUTALE: I hope you heard me.
MR MOSWAANE: I do not care about a doctor like
you.
MR SPEAKER: No.
MR MOSWAANE: You heard him too.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, withdraw
that.
MR MOSWAANE: Why is he saying that to me?
MR SPEAKER: Withdraw that.
MR MOSWAANE: He should withdraw asking me if
I heard. Why can he not? Why are you afraid of these
people?
MR SPEAKER: Withdraw that.
MR MOSWAANE: Ok, withdrawn, but I will deal with
him.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter)...
Hansard No 182
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MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, order! Sit
down and switch off that microphone. What is wrong
with you? Every time you stand up it is either you
provoke the Speaker or you say something unusual in
this House. If you wanted to go before adjournment
time, I am going to keep you here until 6:00 p.m. Maybe
you will grasp what we mean by ‘order’, and learn to be
guided and cooperative. Honourable Member, ask what
you wanted to ask.
MR MOSWAANE: Thank you Mr Speaker. You
heard me doctor. The doctor is making some personal
attacks to the Honourable Vice President, calling him a
failure and untrustworthy. Is this not imputing improper
motives to the other side? I wanted you to make a ruling
whether making personal attacks is acceptable. Thank
you.
MR SPEAKER: Order! I am listening to him
Honourable Member. I think you have not heard him
well. But Honourable Leader of the House is here, he
will have his time to respond. So far, so good, he has not
said anything that I can reprimand.
DR P. BUTALE: Before I was interrupted, I was going
to say that Honourable Minister, there are no shortcuts…
MR SPEAKER: Sorry, Honourable Olopeng, you
cannot go, there are 21 Members.
DR P. BUTALE: There are no shortcuts, instead of the
piecemeal approach of coming up with ESP, we need
as proposed by the Leader of Opposition, economic
transformation as a matter of urgency. We are ready
this side of the aisle to roll our sleeves and engage
professionals and experts to come up with the pathway
out of the current difficult situation of a slow and jobless
growth. This trajectory needs to be changed.
Regulatory reform; the Leader of Opposition has
spoken broadly about this and I think we need to say
this and echo this, and buttress this point, it is not rocket
science Honourable Minister. Stop vetting investors;
stop Directorate of Intelligence Services (DIS) from
harassing investors. Make business regulation generally
more efficient and less cumbersome. Do away with
archaic work and residence permit procedures that
stand in the way of foreign direct investment and also
stand in the way of business growth and employment
creation. Then work towards faster contract enforcement
mechanisms. That is not rocket science.
We also need to empower the youth and create
opportunities for them. We need to create opportunities
for our young people and I think we need to disabuse
ourselves from the belief that unemployment is simply
a problem of lack of skills. I would argue that it is more
of a problem of lack of opportunity…
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ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Point
of order. Thank you Mr Speaker. I am listening very
carefully to the deliberations made by this angry
legislator. He has made a statement to the effect that we
must stop DIS from harassing investors, certainly this
is a very loaded and serious accusation levelled against
the DIS. One wonders if the Honourable Member can
bring to this House evidence of harassment by DIS to
investors if any because to make a blanket statement
that DIS is harassing investors and we just let it pass
in this House, it is rather a serious matter to just let go.
Thank you Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Thank you Honourable Molao.
Honourable Butale, what do you mean by harassment?
Or you used a wrong word? Stand up and use the proper
word; if you say harassment, give us proof that indeed
they are harassed.
DR P. BUTALE: I never run out of alternatives to what
I say. Synonyms, I wonder who is angry between me
and the Honourable Member. But I…
MR SPEAKER: Me?
DR P. BUTALE: What I was speaking about is what is
generally happening, but I could rephrase if you want
and say that perhaps we need to rethink the involvement
of the DIS…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Butale take your
seat. The reason why I never want to interrupt you
and advise you when you use harsh words is because
I want you to correct yourselves. You said people are
being harassed, so explain how that is so. If you want
to rephrase what you said, do that because it is being
recorded. Do that Honourable Member.
DR P. BUTALE: I offer to withdraw that statement
and replace it with the one that says we need to rethink
the involvement of the DIS in the vetting process of
people who are coming into this country. I am reminded
of what the Honourable Member said happened, he
says the advent of 2014 brought with it some babies.
I was tempted then, not now. I was tempted then to say
that perhaps it is better to have babies because there is
opportunity for growth, it is more tragic to have babies…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Wait Honourable Butale,
someone has gone out and the quorum has collapsed
because you were 21. Honourable Butale, go outside
and call them. Mother of the House, if you go out it
means the quorum collapses again. You can go because
one has come in.
DR P. BUTALE: I was just saying that it might be better
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not to have babies trapped in other bodies because then
that is doom and gloom. In conclusion…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: It pains you.
DR P. BUTALE: You are just coming in, so you would
not understand.
In conclusion, you see the reason why I was saying that
it is better to have babies instead of babies trapped in
others’ bodies, it is very difficult to understand very
simple things when you are at that level.
I want to speak to workers of this country. Like the
prophet of ode has said, “you have nothing else to lose
but your chains.” I wanted to say that you need to be
aware of wolves wearing sheep skin in your midst. You
need to be aware of Unions and Unions leaders who
abject your struggle, yet there are tools in the hands of
the enemy to try and disrupt your march to victory. I
think I need to say to you that unity is key.
I also wanted to speak to friends on the other side of the
aisle that we are mismanaging labour relations in this
country. The tension that is between the government and
the civil service is breeding the inefficiency that we are
talking about. The current stalemate at the Bargaining
Council is really worrisome. I think it is not right to
be treating our workers in this way. Like everything
else, when you wake up in the morning it is a new
opportunity. You have an opportunity to be on the right
side of victory.
There was talk here the other day about an event
somewhere where men and women were queuing up
to get something from somewhere and I was reminded
of a song by Tshepo Tshola ‘waiting for my name to
be called’. I am hoping that this is not true because if
it is true, it will be unfortunate to have government
resources shared like gangsters will share the loot after
a successful night out, not a good day at the office. I
hope that is not true.

our economy dry. I know you know it. I know that if
you were not under duress, you would advise or maybe
you have advised. But my fear is that, the rate at which
we are going when history is recorded, your name will
come up. It will come up saying that it was during your
tenure, it was during your reign, that everything that we
managed, that we achieved as a nation was undone.
I think we need to say these things because we are all
supposed to want only what is best for this nation. I think
if we engage and I challenged earlier on everyone who
is going to talk about ESP, to talk about the concept.
We have heard enough ululations about ESP. We know
you like it. We do not want to hear more of it. Tell us
about the concept. Tell us about how you can talk about
financial or fiscal expansion when this year’s budget has
gone down compared to last year’s budget. That is the
kind of contestation of ideas that we are challenging you
to bring forward. So, whoever comes and want to sell
ESP, we have heard about it. We have heard about the
bits and pieces that have been proffered in this House.
Engage the concept. That is what I am challenging the
other side of the aisle to do.
I want to end by saying that if you were to decide
Honourable Matambo, to be like Shadreck, Meshach
and Abednego who were thrown into the furnace of
fire because they could not worship the golden image
of King Nebuchadnezzar, you should know that you
are not alone. May God help you and may he bless our
country abundantly. I rest my case.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): On a point of procedure.
MADAM SPEAKER: Although he has sat down. If he
has sat down, there is nothing we can do. But you may
speak.

I also wanted to speak to you Honourable Matambo, I
think at the rate at which we are going, a future historian
will have to write that it was under your tutelage that this
economy was ransacked and mismanaged. I have a lot
of respect for you. I believe that you can stand up now
and say no, to the ever expanding Botswana Democratic
Party (BDP) patronage network. You can stand up and
say, no, to the current oligarchy and choose Botswana
and choose Batswana.

MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): On a point of procedure Madam
Speaker though he has finished. I want to make sure that
there is procedure followed in the House. The procedure
is that we address the Speaker. But when speakers on the
floor insist on addressing particular Members incessantly
throughout and sometimes with very direct and very
provocative statements which might even demand that
a Member might have to defend themselves or their
character, I think the Speakers may have to intervene on
a point of procedure.

I think my message in a nutshell to you and your
colleagues is that, this is the opportunity for you to stop
making a butchery of your conscience. ESP and many
other programmes that have been introduced are milking

MADAM SPEAKER: I hope they have noted that
Honourable Mother of the House. That is what I always
stand up to say, please address the Speaker. So, this one
is addressed to all Members of this Parliament.
Hansard No 182
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MR BILLY (FRANCISTOWN EAST): Thank you
Madam Speaker. Let me also take this opportunity to
commend Honourable Matambo for the 2016/2017
budget. I am very glad that the Ministry of Education
which is the main one, our backbone, the one that can
help us improve the economy of this country has been
allocated 10.6 billion as Recurrent Budget. Still on that
one, let me advice that, we must see the results of the
huge funds we allocate to the Ministry of Education.
We have to see the value of the education money and
it should be seen from the examination results of the
students in our country. If you can look at the strategies
that we have been coming up with you will realise that
we are not implementing them correctly. We do not
monitor them like we are supposed to. That is the reason
why we are not getting the results but if we could do
as planned and maybe have a unit in the Ministry of
Education mandated to do the monitoring, tracking and
evaluation, that is when we will win.
I am saying this because in 2014 there was a cabinet
delegation that was sent to research on why our
education is going down daily. As I am talking to you
Honourable Members, the report has not been availed to
the public. An investment of P10.6 billion should have
results. If there are reforms that we are planning such as
this one, they should come out as they can assist us so
that we produce better results.
The other one is Organisation and Methods Review; it
was done in 2008. Its report too has not been produced
Mr Speaker and it is important that if we want to improve
our education we should work on these reports. It is sad
to witness the downgrading of our students’s results
everyday. In the schools you will find that the results
reveal that the schools are doing well. Then they become
poor in Standard 7, Form 3 and Form 5. I then become
suspicious that in other classes the results might have
been faked. They might be faked because there is a lot
of pressure that we have given the teachers. We expect
them to produce results but we have neglected what
could bring about poor results The Education officers
(EO’s) have been given huge responsibilities and they
are going to end up failing their duty of servicing the
schools. So I was saying, the P10.6 billion budget is fine
but we should consider the points that I have raised.
Teachers’accomodation; The working conditions of
teachers, they do not rest and they never have the chance
to come up with other initiatives as they are always
tired. That only is a clear sign that if the teachers could
be given a break they could do better. I know that they
are in the Public Service and I believe that it was the
biggest mistake we have ever done. I trust that if they
were still given breaks they were going to produce good
results. I was saying teacher’s accommodation should
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be removed from the government and maybe we should
engage the private sector to construct the houses and use
leases. Its maintenance is going to be very easy because
if I am given a project to build those houses in the
school, I will continue maintaining them and not wait
for the tenders as I will be owning those houses.
Automatic promotion…
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
(MR MAKGALEMELE): Clarification. Thank you
Honourable Member. I was saying earlier on you
mentioned two exercises that were conducted, and you
did indicate that, the reports were not made public. I
just want to appreciate whether there was any promise
that, those reports would be made public? I also wanted
to remind you that in the State of the Nation Address of
2015, His Excellency the President did present at great
length on education reforms that are being implemented
as a result of the exercise that has just been undertaken
i.e. the Education and Training Sector Strategic Plan
(ETSSP). Then do you think that is it too early for you
to sound as if you do not have hope that some reforms…
(interruptions)…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR BILLY: You are eating on my time. I see the need
of making those reports public because these are the
reports that would assist the education system run in a
proper manner. I Mr Speaker I was still saying if we can
use the suggestions that I have already mentioned, there
is going to be a great improvement in our results. Last
time Honourable Guma suggested that maybe the Public
servants could be given housing allowances. I want
to agree with him and say if you can give the public
servants in Francistown East a housing allowance,
accommodation shortage will be reduced. These are
some of the things that could improve our system.
The other thing that I believe could improve our economy
since we have been affected by unemployment is the
introduction of dual citizenship because other countries
like Ghana in Africa, India, Mexico and Philippines do
have dual citizenship. The benefits of this practice is
brain gain because they end up staying in that country.
That is how we can manage to improve our economy.
If you can look at the backlog that we are trying to
eradicate, you will realise that, it is caused by lack of
the right manpower. One country which practices this,
is America, they offer citizenship to people whom they
feel will make a positive contribution to their country.
MADAM SPEAKER (MS KOKORWE): Honourable
Billy, I am told we do not have a quorum, please ring the
bell.
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MR BILLY: Thank you Honourable members for
your return. I was talking about dual citizenship, its
importance and how it can benefit our country. If I
may give you an example, there is an athlete called
Mohamed Farah in Britain who now has dual citizenship
of Britain and Somalia.The Somalians are going to
benefit from his experience because he is training them
for marathon. Such kind of things has positive results
due to that particular individual having the expertise to
make a positive contribution in the country. Their skills
and experience are a necessity to boost the country’s
economy.
Maybe I should step away from the issue of dual
citizenship and just say; let us ease our immigration laws
because they are very restrictive. I understand that there
is an issue of security and allegiance but we are denying
too many people, and even those who could be of great
benefit to our country. Last week Honourable Butale
said that if we increased our population by 2 million,
it will give a great boost to our country’s economy. If
you spoke to an ordinary person, they would not agree
with this idea because all they would think of will be the
negative aspects of the idea. Businesses can do better
when the population is more, because the demand will
be higher.
Dubai is another typical example; the population of this
country is ten million. There are 2 million indigenous
citizens and the rest of the 8 million are people who
have been given citizenship. This is what I think we
need to do to try and boost our country’s economy
especially during this time when our country is still
loved by many. The city of Francistown has vision 2022.
In this vision, we are trying to improve the city, give
it a facelift, and create jobs. All these can be achieved
with the right expertise from outside to help make these
improvements.
The increase of population also means the customers
will increase which one of the aspects we have been
talking about in the Economic Stimulus Programme
(ESP). The increase of customers in the manufacturing
industry will not only bring short term developments
but short, medium and long term ones. We talked about
ESP and explained the importance of it in the combat to
reduce unemployment rate which is at nineteen per cent
at the moment.
ESP is going to be helpful in this process. This is not
the first time; countries like China, United States of
America, Australia, Brazil, Canada and Chile have used
ESP to improve their country’s economy. We believe
with ESP temporary jobs will be generated which could
hopefully later become more permanent jobs.

Honourable Members we need to understand that ESP
is not only meant for the financial year 2016/ 2017, it
will be operating for the next 3 years and we are hoping
that experience will be gained in that time. Those that
are doing projects can divert their projects so that in the
future they will be able to finance themselves with other
projects. Earlier on I talked about accommodation for
teachers and other government employees like nurses in
my constituency, and further said they should be given
allowances. Private sectors should be involved in PPPs
to help build accommodation for teachers. All this was
an indication of the developments that ESP can bring.
ESP can be very helpful when it is focused on a Special
Economic Zones for example the Ministry of Transport
in Francistown which is going to become Transport Hub.
Lots of goods made through the ESP are going to be
transported to other countries like Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Namibia, Angola and Tanzania. We have Spaghetti
Bridge in Francistown which is going to help connect
us to Kazungula Bridge. Tourism sector is also going
to grow due to the vehicles which used to pass through
Zimbabwe but now passing through Francistown.
I would like to urge residents of Francistown to take
advantage of ESP because there are going to be many
tourists passing through Francistown because of the
spaghetti bridge and Kazungula bridge, so I think
this can improve our current situations. If I may take
this opportunity to focus on the comment made by
Honourable Olopeng about the Francistown stadium;
Honourable Members if a project such as Francistown
stadium is implemented it is important for Francistown
constituents to take part, what is called ownership. We
have to believe that that stadium is going to bring in
revenues and economically empower Francistown
constituents and greater Francistown. In light of a very
trivial issue, a minor one but which can breed severe
consequences; is naming the stadium, Francistown
stadium, it does not serve any purpose for us, we
should…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Who is Francis?
MR BILLY: You can wonder who Francis is. Mr
Speaker it was vital for that name to have significance
to the city of Francistown and in order for that to
happen, the name should be proposed by us the people
who have a personal connection with that stadium.
When the stadium was initially constructed we had high
expectations that it will improve the economy but some
people are protesting the name as I speak Mr Speaker of
which I believe that if it had any significance the people
would have no problem embracing this stadium, we
should see ESP through this stadium. So these are some
of the things we need to be aware of when discussing
them
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Mr Speaker let me indicate that in the issues I just raised,
it is worth noting that if we can improve as per the plan
we are going to have improved road structure. I hope
that if ESP can address internal roads in Francistown in
locations such as New Stance and Selepa the constituents
will very much appreciate the ESP because Francistown
roads need serious improvement. The Ministry of Local
Government and Rural Development should be grateful
for the allocated funds but I implore that in the next
financial year it should be given more so that it increases
its staff and services. I have already talked about roads,
storm water drainage in Francistown is very poor, during
the rainy season there are artificial floods. Thus reason
for making a request that in the next financial year since
this year the chance is slim to carry out that request,
Local Government and Rural Development should be
allocated more funds under development budget so that
we can be able to implement projects which have long
been suspended in 2008 during recession.
Mr Speaker going backward I would like to urge my
fellow colleagues to accept that ESP is not meant to
favour anyone. They should accept that through ESP
even Members of the Opposition are going to benefit,
the followers, the leaders are going to benefit from it
because they are going to be awarded tenders, they are
going to win tenders. It is their constitutional right to
tender and be awarded tenders so let us not view that issue
from that perspective let us be resolute that it is going
to benefit every Motswana. Mr Speaker I was deeply
disheartened when my colleagues from the Opposition
alluded that assisting the Army with funds so that they
buy aircrafts which will protect the country is a waste
of government funds and corruption. Botswana should
keep up the standard with other countries we cannot
just hold back while other countries are protecting
their citizens just because there has never been war in
Botswana then there is no need to buy aircrafts.
We have to know that the security of this country is a
priority, what are we protecting? We are protecting our
existing infrastructure including the rights of citizens.
So this is something we should appreciate that the
Ministry of Defence has been allocated funds. In my
constituency I have three army camps and when I visit
them they show me their equipments of which they
inform me that they bought them all in 1994. I think
it is necessary to upgrade them because these people
are in my constituency. They should be given funds to
purchase vehicles and aircrafts, even accommodation is
necessity because army is our priority followed by the
Police. But if we talk about the security of the country
then ignore the fact that the army has to be allocated
funds to buy aircrafts alluding that it is a waste, it is not.
It is to protect the funds which have already been taken
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from the budget. It is insurance, we are actually insuring
our assets because if our enemy can hear that we are
uninsured he can attack without any challenge …
MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO):
Elucidation. Thank you Honourable Speaker. My
colleague are you not surprised by the fact that the
people who five or six years ago were complaining that
we are not taking care of our army, we are not buying
army equipments right now have turned and say we
should not buy. Is that not surprising, to me it is?
MR BILLY: Hypocrisy. They made these arguments
when we were preparing to go for elections. However
since from the opposition side there is a retired Major
General, I believe he will assist us in addressing this
need. He will see its importance because he supports
the idea. I have met with him several times while I was
still at Francistown and we discussed the shortage of
army equipments and he explained that indeed the army
camps need some improvement and soldiers should be
equipped with modern equipments. Their capability
is not fully realised because they do not have enough
resources. So since he is now on the other side of the
aisle, we will cooperate to continue educating people
that when the budget shows that the security sector
has been given more money we should be happy about
it. We should not raise issues such as that, we cannot
come up with a budget like this when there is a water
crisis. We are aware of the water crisis issue and it is not
only in this country. They have it in Lesotho, Zambia
as well as Zimbabwe. We are trying to come up with
ways of addressing the water situation in this country
and I believe that we therefore cannot use the situation
as a reason for not increasing the budget for security.
Do you know why there are no wars? This is because
other countries know that we are also ready for such
situations. Once we relax and not get ourselves ready
it will be easy for other countries to make decisions to
attack us. That will ruin your chances of running this
country in 2019 and so you should know that what you
keep saying about running the country in 2019…
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Billy, the time is
up.
MR KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE WEST):
Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you very much
for giving me this opportunity to also comment on the
budget as presented to us by the Honourable Minister of
Finance and Development Planning.
Madam Speaker, I would also want to start off with a
plea from my constituency and other Batswana who
are pleading with this Parliament to seriously consider
airing important events of this Parliament such as the
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Budget Speech, State of the Nation Address at the time
when people are at home and back from work. If you
look at our neighbours in South Africa, the timing of
such events, such as State of the Nation Address and the
Budget are aired at the time when people are home and
are back from work. For that reason they are able to also
be part of the whole process.
But also most importantly they are pleading that just
as the State Media covers the Minister of Finance and
Development Planning and also cover His Excellency
the President during the State of the Nation Address;
there is also a need to cover the alternative view. It cannot
be that in a country that claims to be so democratic, all
the time when alternative view point is articulated as the
Honourable Leader of Opposition has done, is not given
coverage either live on Radio Botswana or live on BTV.
Most importantly they are also pleading that to truly
take Parliament to the people Madam Speaker, there is a
need to broadcast Parliament live so that Batswana can
be able to see what is happening in Parliament and to
listen to their Members of Parliament.
Madam Speaker, this year’s budget is very disappointing
in the sense that, key problems that we have in our
economy; unemployment, underemployment, poverty,
wealth and income inequalities, inadequate access
to services such as sanitation and others, electricity,
water and lack of access to business and economic
opportunities; It does not appear like this budget will
address those problems adequately.
Madam Speaker, there are no new ideas presented by
the Minister of Finance and Development Planning on
how job creation is going to be done. When you look
at the African Centre for Economic Transformation, it
talks about that the economy can only transform when
there is growth with depth.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Keorapetse, we do
not have a quorum.
MR KEORAPETSE: Thank you Madam Speaker.
I was saying that the African Centre for Economic
Transformation are talking about growth with depth,
that there is a need to diversify African economies
production. That is to make export competitive, to
increase productivity of farms, firms, government
offices and also to upgrade the technology. I do not think
these are adequately addressed by the budget.
Let me start off with the issue of decline in commodity
prices in the international market which has affected
minerals such as copper. One would expect the Minister
to update us on the number of jobs that have been shed
as a result of this plummeting of commodity prices. How
many jobs have been lost in the diamond sector, copper

sector, coal sector and other sectors? When you promise
jobs through Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP),
you ought to be also telling us about how many jobs
the economy has lost. Year in year out we hear budgets
where there are no figures such as the number of jobs
that the economy has shed and also even on the target of
the number of jobs that the Minister seeks to create with
his budget. It is also worrying that we do not hear how
the adverse effects of these commodity prices decline
is going to be mitigated. At Bamangwato Concession
Limited (BCL) for instance, workers are not paid on
time, the mine is experiencing cash flow problems
and we are just wondering how the government is
intervening because thousands of jobs are on the line.
So we had expected your budget Honourable Minister
to talk to such issues on how the adverse effects of
decline in commodity prices is going to be mitigated.
Madam Speaker, there was also an issue that was
missing in the Minister’s budget and that issue is
industrial relations. There has been growing tensions
in industrial relations. Industrial relations in Botswana
has been characterised by a sadist relationship between
employers and workers, as well as government and
trade unions. But this was missing in the Minister’s
budget in terms of how the government intends to deal
with these tensions. Madam Speaker, we cannot have an
economy which is properly functioning when workers
are not happy. Workers are not happy at the mines in
Selebi Phikwe, in Orapa, elsewhere, public servants are
not happy because of the conditions of service but the
Minister presents a budget that does not speak about…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Elucidation.
MR KEORAPETSE: I am not yielding Honourable
Mother of the House. The Minister is not saying
anything about these things, but we know that probably
the economy is not going ...(interruptions)... Madam
Speaker, people are leaving, I do not know if the quorum
is still there.
MADAM SPEAKER (MS KOKORWE): We are still
quorated.
MR KEORAPETSE: So, Madam Speaker, we know
that there are attempts by the government; unfortunately
the Minister of Labour and Home Affairs is not here,
but he would attest to this. There are attempts to amend
almost all labour laws and the amendments in our
view would be such that they would put workers at a
disadvantage. If you look Madam Speaker, for instance,
there would be an attempt to amend the Botswana
Examinations Act, and the effect of this amendment
would be reversal of a High Court judgement which
sort to stop teachers to be engaged in a compulsory
Hansard No 182
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arrangement to invigilate. That amendment which is
envisaged on the Examination Council if it comes, will
have the effect of further lowering teachers’ moral by
forcing them to do such jobs such as invigilation.
The Public Service Act will also be amended effectively
to take away the powers of the Bargaining Council. In
other words, also tempering with another High Court
Judgement of Justice Leburu in which he was very
clear that the President does not have the powers to
decide on the conditions of service especially parallel
to what is happening in the Bargaining Council. So, if
the amendment comes to this House on this side of the
aisle, we will oppose it because it will have the effect of
taking the powers of the Bargaining Council and giving
them to the President.
There is also another likely evil law which may come to
this Parliament which seeks to amend the Trade Dispute
Act. The Trade Dispute acts to make almost all workers,
many workers to fall under the categories of essential
service, effectively taking away worker’s right to strike
and bargain ...(interruptions)... they employed.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of order. Madam
Speaker, I wanted to hear clearly whether the Honourable
Member is still in order for him to be saying that, there
will be a law that seeks to take away the powers of the
Bargaining Council and give them to the President. He is
saying that is an amendment, I do not know whether the
House has already been noticed of such an amendment
such that, a Member can talk about it when they do not
have it at hand. Are we allowed to mislead the nation in
that way?
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! It is not a point of order
it is a point of clarification, you can ask him to clarify
where you do not understand.
MR KEORAPETSE: Thank you Madam Speaker,
I will proceed. The point I was making was that we
hear that such amendments are envisaged, and we are
saying that if they do come, we will oppose them. We
will oppose an amendment which will seek to take away
the powers of a Bargaining Council such that there is a
parallel structure.
MR MOSWAANE: Point of order. Madam Speaker
I did not hear your ruling properly. I was saying, the
Honourable Member is misleading the nation right now,
he does not have any document noticed by Parliament,
but he is saying Parliament is going to endorse an
amendment which seeks to take away the powers of
the Bargaining Council and give them to the President.
We do not have this document as we speak. I do not
want any clarification from him, I can confirm that. I am
saying that is misleading the nation. Do you not think
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this is putting the House in a compromising position, to
mislead the nation? Thank you.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Keorapetse,
where did you get that information and is that indeed
the case?
MR KEORAPETSE: Madam Speaker, I am saying we
hear that there may be amendments to ...(interruptions)...
we hear that there may be envisaged amendments to
labour laws and I am saying if it is true, we will oppose
such amendments, what is wrong with that?
MR MANGOLE: Procedure. Madam Speaker, are
we still on procedure, you are there Madam Speaker,
Honourable has raised a point of order, you make a
ruling where you stated that there was no problem; that
the Member was in order hence he could proceed. The
Member of Parliament stands again questioning your
ruling and then you go against your own ruling Madam
Speaker. Are we still on the right track?
MADAM SPEAKER: I wanted him to clarify whether
what the other Member was saying is what the other said,
what I also think I heard, so I said he should proceed.
MR KEORAPETSE: The point I am making Madam
Speaker is that if year in-year out you...
MR MOSWAANE: Point of order Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane I
am allowing you for the last time.
MR MOSWAANE: I do not know how things would
have been done, but I was saying the statement issued
by Honourable Keorapetse is on record, not the new one
he is talking about saying we are “envisaging.” He said
it out rightly that there seems to be a new law which
will bring…
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane
take your seat! Honourable Keorapetse was saying “we
hear that…” he did not say there is evidence and I have
already made a ruling Honourable Moswaane, I am not
going to allow you to keep jumping up and down, we
want to proceed with the business of the House.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane,
I am giving you the last warning, otherwise you walk...
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, we cannot be
scared in this House…
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane!
MR MOSWAANE: Madam, it has never happened
before that we should be scared all the time.
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MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane,
you are not going to argue with me, I am giving you a
final warning.

eventualities that may befall their crops or livestock.
To this day, that Agricultural Insurance Scheme has not
started, after so many years.

MR MOSWAANE: Yes, I was saying we should point
out…

Furthermore Madam Speaker, there were so many
promises, including the Freedom of Information Act; to
this day, that law is still not there. Why do you want to
then blame people when they do not trust that your ESP
will deliver, especially when you say that the economy
will be stimulated when there is a reduced spending?
Even economists out there are questioning this logic,
that there is reduced spending but the economy will be
stimulated.

MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane I
said sit down or walk out!
MR MOSWAANE: Madam hear me out, I just wanted
to say…
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane,
I do not want to hear anything.
MR KEORAPETSE: Madam Speaker, the point I
am making is that, if what we hear is that certain laws
relating to workers would be amended in a manner that
would put workers at a disadvantage, we will oppose
such amendments. Furthermore, if you are going to
proceed in a manner that disadvantages the workers,
whether in the private sector, parastatal or public service,
we cannot have a proper functioning economy. These
year in and year out budgets presented would not help
Batswana in anyway if we have an unhappy workforce.
That is the point I am making.
Madam Speaker, the budget has been presented, but as I
say, it does not offer much to Batswana. If for instance
we look at the Economic Stimulus Package (ESP) that
has been talked about, the reason why Batswana are not
hopeful about the ESP is because of the many unfulfilled
promises of the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)
government. Lest we forget that in the initial state of the
nation addresses to this House by His Excellency the
President, I mean in the early years of his ascendance to
the office, he promised unequivocally that the premier
league teams as well as the first divisions North and
South teams will be given stipend or allowances. To this
day the first allowance has not been paid.
The President had promised multi-residential housing
units for the youth to be bought at subsidised prices; to
this day, not a single unit has been built. The President
promised Tenant Purchase Scheme (TPS) for Batswana
who are renting Botswana Housing Corporation (BHC)
houses; to this day, that scheme has not been started.
The President promised Decentralisation Policy but
instead what happened was even worse because certain
services such as water were centralised.
Furthermore Madam Speaker, there was a promise
that there will be an Agricultural Insurance Scheme to
farmers because farming is a risky undertaking and that
farmers would be helped by government to mitigate
the adverse effects of natural disasters and such other

MR MOSWAANE: On a point of correction. Did the
Honourable Member not get the government report that
due to the economic recession, all projects and promises
were shelved? Thank you.
MR KEORAPETSE: Exactly, why not just say that
we will build some of the projects which were shelved,
because if you take projects such as Selebi Phikwe
Hospital, it is not part of this ESP thing that you are
talking about. So the point we are making about the ESP
is that the amount of money that is going to be spent,
economists are questioning how is it possible that this
money is going to stimulate the economy when you
spend about P2 billion? Can P2 billion stimulate the
economy of the country?
The other thing is that through ESP, there is a dismal
failure from the side of government to explain and to
give us the targets or number jobs that are going to be
created through ESP. Unemployment stands at more than
19 per cent as we speak. At the conclusion of the ESP,
by how much percentage would this unemployment be
reduced? How many jobs will be created in government,
in parastatals and in the private sector? Why not give
us these figures? So now, without clear targets of how
many jobs are going to be created, our thinking is that
like these unfulfilled promises, the ESP is nothing but
an empty promise. In fact the ESP is just rhetoric; it
is rhetoric in the sense that there is absolutely nothing
that is there about stimulating the economy. Madam
Speaker, the Minister ought to have explained clearly
to us the number of jobs that are going to be created.
Even on poverty, he ought to have told us by how much
percentage poverty will be reduced.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): On a point of clarification.
Is the Honourable Member aware that following the
presentation by the Minister of Finance and Development
Planning which is intended to be the overall on the
budget, there will be sector papers by sector Ministers
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to give the details that he is complaining about, which
might just answer his questions if he waited?
MR KEORAPETSE: I hear you Honourable Mother
of the House about the sector papers, will the sector
papers have the effect of increasing the budget that the
Honourable Minister has allocated for ESP? No, they
are not. So I am saying the P2 billion that has been
budgeted for ESP cannot stimulate the economy.
I am also asking; why is the Minister not giving us the
number of sustainable jobs that are going to be created by
the ESP? The reason why he cannot give those numbers
is because this is just rhetoric; there are no long-term
sustainable jobs that are going to be created under ESP.
If they are there, why is it difficult for the Minister to tell
us how many jobs are going to be created?
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): On a
point of clarification. Thank you Madam Speaker. The
Honourable Member keeps on happing on the aspect
that the envisaged ESP will not stimulate the economy.
Could the Member posit to this House how much needs
to be expended to meet his expectation of stimulating
the economy?
MR KEORAPETSE: The issue is not the amount spent
per se and you are right, the issue is that there is reduced
spending. Now if there is reduced spending, how do
you expect to stimulate the economy when spending
has gone down? This is what the economists are asking.
Furthermore…
MR GUMA: On a point of correction. The Development
Budget for this current financial year, which we will call
last, was 14.3; it has now gone to 14.8. The Recurrent
Budget was 50 the last financial year, now it is 51, how
has it dropped down?
MR KEORAPETSE: Honourable Member, the point
is, if what you are saying that there is no reduction in
the Recurrent and Development Budget, what is being
questioned is that if you look at the amount of money
that is allocated for dealing with the backlog of projects,
the economy is not going to be stimulated. It is not just
me, it is the economists, they are saying the money
that is going to be spent; it is inconceivable that it can
stimulate this economy.
MR GUMA: On a point of procedure. Madam Speaker,
I stood on a point of correction to correct the facts,
comparative figures, so that on record we should not
give the public out there that there has been reduced
spending. Figures do not lie, they are there. So if there is
a mistake there let us then put it in a proper perspective.
There has been no reduction in spending comparably.
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MR KEORAPETSE: But Madam Speaker, let me
just ask this question; if you spend the same amount
of money that you have spent last year, even if you
increase it slightly, would that not have been eaten up by
inflation? If you say the facts are that numerically there
is no reduced spending, I withdraw that statement. But
proceeding Madam Speaker, there was a thorny issue of
defence spending…
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. I think we are
out of order because the Honourable Member was
forced to withdraw a valid statement. When you are
talking about fiscal expansion, it does not matter
whether it is development or recurrent. The point is that
comparatively the budget for 2015/2016 compared to
fiscal year 2014/2015 has gone down by P3.5 billion,
that is the point.
MADAM SPEAKER: I will ask the Honourable
Minister of Finance and Development Planning to assist
us.
MINISTER OF FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING (MR MATAMBO): Thank you Madam
Speaker, thank you Honourable Member. Honourable
Guma has clarified this and has put the facts as they
are. I understand you Honourable Member to be
comparing the budget that is being proposed 2016/2017
in comparison with 2015/2016, and he says that the
expenditure has gone down. The facts are that it has
not. What is being proposed for development budget is
more than for the current financial year and similarly for
recurrent and that is correct.
MR KEORAPETSE: I wish to deal with the issue of
Defence and Security budget. Madam Speaker, I think
the issue really here is on the democratic oversight of
defence and security. And under the ambit of democratic
oversight of defence and security is Parliamentary
oversight of defence and security. Honourable Minister,
what we worry more about this side is that the
government ought to justify colossal amounts of money
in defence and security spending.
You ought to explain the nature of the security threats
that Botswana is facing. If I proceed on that point
Honourable Minister, when you look at the academic
discourse in terms of the nature of security challenges
Botswana is facing, we are not facing conventional
security threats. We are facing unconventional security
threats such as poverty, issues of the environment, issues
of unemployment and underemployment.
Now, in the absence of clear security threats which
are conventional that the country is facing, how then
do you justify defence spending of these amounts that
you have laid before us? If you go to the Parliamentary
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Committee dealing with defence and security matters,
they are not in a position where they can agree with you
that there is a need to spend more money in buying arms
of war because this will trigger arms raise in the region.
The other point is that Honourable Fidelis Molao quoted
me last time saying that, we need a combat ready
defence force and that there is a need for our defence
forces to be deployed internationally in peace keeping
missions, so that;
1) they can have something to get into their pockets
from the money that will be paid by either the
United Nation or the African Union,
2) also to train them in combat readiness, and I still
say that.
The other problem with this huge defence spending is
because there are certain companies of well-connected
people who always benefit in acting as agents in such
procurement. So we are not opposed to spending of
money in building soldiers’ houses. If you can go
to the Eastern Military Garrison and see deplorable
accommodation conditions that our soldiers have to
endure, it is a problem. There is something that they call
hundred man blocks. The sewerage systems there and
water systems are not working in those blocks. There
is no problem in spending money in taking care of the
welfare of soldiers.
Honourable Minister, if you were saying to us that
this amount of money is going to be spent in building
accommodation for soldiers, we would not have a
problem. But if you are going to buy arms of war such
as fighter jets, we will oppose that because this will
serve to line the pockets of those who act as agents in
such procurements.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR KEORAPETSE: I am not yielding. So that is the
problem we have with such huge budgets in defence.
So it is important that the welfare of soldiers is put first
rather than the welfare of those who will be acting as
agents in those procurements. This is because we know
that those transactions, there are going to be agents and
you know who these agents will be and they are going to
be super rich as a result of those transactions.
Immigration; Madam Speaker, it is important as
Honourable Billy has said that we need to rethink our
Immigration Strategy. I have already noticed a motion
and I have seen that it appears on the list of motions. As
a country, we need to have multiple citizenships. There
are many countries in Africa which have won in that
direction. Countries such as Dubai and Mauritius have

done so. Go and look at the Immigration Policy of
Mauritius, how accommodating Mauritius is. Go and
look at their target of the number of foreigners they want
as residents of Mauritius, experts, entrepreneurs and
investors. But in our case, we are in a situation where
people are deported in huge numbers, people are put
on Visa restriction list, people are declared Prohibited
Immigrants, people are refused or delayed with work
permits and residence permits, but we expect to attract
foreign investment. We expect to develop and attract
foreigners into our country.
We are not going anywhere with this policy and we need
to rethink the involvement of the DIS in the whole thing.
This is because at the advent of the DIS, we have seen
a record number of people who are declared Prohibited
Immigrants and this is a fact. So many people were
declared Prohibited Immigrants after the establishment
of the DIS. So, we need to rethink this Immigration
Policy.
Madam Speaker, this year’s budget has nothing to
offer for Batswana. Those who are unemployed, they
should not expect any miracle that this budget or in
the next year, or in the next three years they will be
employed, because there are no new strategies of
diversifying the economy. In fact there was no emphasis
on the diversification of the economy. And it would
appear that the government has given up on economic
diversification because there is nothing budgeted for
mineral beneficiation. We would continue to export our
copper in a raw form to countries such as Zimbabwe
and others. We would continue to export out coal in its
raw form. We will continue to export our salt in a raw
form. We will continue to export more than 80 per cent
of our diamonds and not beneficiate them. So, these
are the industries that if you had budgeted for, we will
surely create jobs for Batswana. So, there is nothing in
this budget. It is embarrassedly disappointing; it has got
nothing for Batswana and I rest my case.
MR MOLEFE (MAHALAPYE WEST): Thank
you Madam Speaker. Let me take this opportunity to
comment on the budget as proposed by the Minister
of Finance. Let me commend you Minister for having
managed to come up with the budget that guides
Botswana forward under the circumstances. Minister,
you have cautioned us when you started that there are
challenges. Challenges such as the plummeting prices
of commodities and minerals and therefore we need to
stand up and create jobs that can increase productivity
or momentum in everything that we will be doing. We
are grateful for that Minister.
We would like to commend you again that this budget
has managed to show us how the economy will grow or
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that it will focus on what can be done concerning the
unemployment situation that exists in our nation and
ways in which it can be tackled to reduce its adverse
effects and poverty.
The Minister has also informed us about the water
situation. We are also aware of the current situation of our
country that there is drought. Under the circumstances
the country or government will have to see what can be
done so that we have sufficient water in this country.
Minister, we are thankful for that. The government
should continue making developments that can ensure
water distribution across the country.
The Minister also spoke on energy that it is one of the
challenges we have in this country. We thank you for the
budget you have presented that despite the hindrances at
Morupule B Power Station, the government continues
to make plans to improve the electricity crisis so that
we may have sufficient electricity. Botswana is not
the only one experiencing power crisis; most of the
South African countries are experiencing shortage of
electricity. The challenges may be caused by power
stations not delivered on time or that there is not enough
water to generate electricity in some dams.
Let me commend the Minister that in his budget he
spoke about the programme that I once mentioned
of village electrification that despite the shortage of
electricity we should continue taking electricity to the
people. As we improve on developments like having
sufficient electricity, our villages will have electricity at
all times.
Madam Speaker, we also thank him for the report he
gave on the Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP).
This programme gives Batswana an opportunity to see
what they can do to develop their companies so that they
may take part in the developments of their country. The
intention is to increase job opportunities going forward.
Like it has been explained, ESP will help big and small
companies to apply for projects. After they are awarded
those projects they are expected to employ Batswana
in different parts of Botswana. The payment they get
will develop their companies even local economy will
develop beyond 2018.
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scope of infrastructural developments that will be
carried out may be beyond our capacity. We therefore
request the Minister to have the government to look into
having a special board that will focus on ensuring that
the developments under the ESP are effected at all times.
Where possible, we should have the specialists who
will be focused on ensuring that the ESP projects are
carried out on time. We also need to look into the youth
programme that has already been made to empower
them through ESP by awarding them a larger share.
Minister, may we advise that still on ESP we could have
a budget for implementers or the coordinators who will
be managing this programme, they are the ones who will
be running the Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP).
Coordinators should have a budget that they will be
using to avoid a situation whereby they will experience
challenges that will affect their work in the process just
because they did not have the budget.
Madam Speaker, it is clear that the ESP programme
is going to have a huge contribution in improving the
economy of this country. This programme should
concentrate more in manufacturing and agriculture.
Those are the most important sectors that could improve
our economy.
Minister in your speech you indicated that the minerals
and SACU prices have depreciated therefore the
introduction of Special Economic Zones is a good
initiative that is going to take our Botswana forward.
On page 44 of your speech where you talked about
manufacturing and agriculture, the government should
consider putting manufacturing at Phase 1 of Special
Economic Zones. Areas where bricks are made such as
Palapye and Lobatse, already they are doing the projects
and have hired people. So if they could be assisted they
would improve what they have already started and
employ even more people.

May we advise Minister that as ESP projects are rolled
out, ensure that local companies are given priority so
that they may develop. This is because big companies
which were engaged in the past for major projects,
after finishing they took their profits to use outside
the country. Our intention is to retain that capital in
our country to be used in local businesses which can
improve our businesses at all times.

As we may be aware, some of these companies, for
instance the one in Palapye have plans to export
these bricks. That could help them hire more people
and improve the economy. I am also looking at the
agricultural sector in the Special Economic Zones that
it is important that the country should have enough
produce and feed its citizens morespecially in this era
when there is shortage of food supply. In the previous
years Madam Speaker we realised that the prices of
maize and sorghum accelerated. In the past one tonne
of maize or sorghum was R2 500 nowadays it has gone
to R5 000. If we are not going to start producing food
soon, Batswana are going to be affected by high price
rates of food.

Another point Madam Speaker which we wish the
Minister to take note of is that we might find that the

We therefore request that you move the Tuli Block
Hoticulture project from Phase 3 and place it at Phase
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1. Already there are horticulture farmers in Tuli Block
who are active. They have more than seven farms and
if they are merged they would be more than 4 200
hectares. They have already employed more than 1 200
employees. They use irrigation system and when there
is no rain they can be able to use their boreholes or the
Limpopo river to irrigate their farms. They can produce
enough food for our country including vegetables.
Madam Speaker, still on Special Economic Zones, on
paragraph 44, the Minister gave a report that they are
still finalising the committee that will be running this
programme, I would like to encourage you to ensure
that the Special Economic Zones programme should
start by the 1st of April. The economy will develop
quickly. The committee should be given a timeline as
to which developments they are expected to have made
in the first phase so that when we move to phase 2 we
will be in a position to know what we have achieved and
where we failed.
The Minister gave us an update on the Ministry of
Defence, Justice and Security budget; they have
been given funds to develop staff and services in
all the Departments including the military, prisons
and to construct police stations and other resources
needed. This programme came at the right time. Some
Honourable Members across the aisle were saying we
should not have allocated large amount of money for
the military; I would therefore like to remind them that
the military was not formed by the commissioner of the
defence force; it was formed by an Act of Parliament in
1977. Therefore the Minister has to request for a budget
to run this military.
The government has the responsibility to do two things
for the military; firstly it has to provide equipment for
them so that they can do their work at all times. The
government should allocate money for their training as
it has been mentioned that it improves their capability.
We should remember Madam Speaker that the military
that we are talking about is using old equipment that
was purchased in 1984, 1985. This equipment is no
longer in a working nor repairable condition, and the
companies that used to sell those weapons have ceased
selling them. Therefore, apportioning funds to the army
for buying weapons is simply a replacement of obsolete
equipment. Madam Speaker, Botswana is not the only
country whose army equipment can get old and beyond
repair.
Honourable Minister have put a restoration of the
defence force capabilities in place, there is no way the
capabilities of the army can be improved to a point
where there will be no need for special weapons. We
have appreciated in the past how our army has done

a brilliant job when sent by the nation to missions
like peace keeping. Just like the Honourable Minister
requested, their capabilities should be maintained.
Honourable Butale mentioned earlier that the military
must focus on the welfare. The welfare of the military
is not the primary mandate. The primary mandate of the
military is to maintain territorial integrity of the country.
If the military is not equipped or trained, if need to
protect the country arises they will have no time to buy
weapons or train. There is no country that buys weapons
or trains their military at the time of war.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification
MR MOLEFE: It is therefore essential to buy the
military new weapons as Honourable Minister stated
to maintain their capabilities. Honorable Mmolotsi,
mentioned that Botswana have never been invited to a
war, unfortunately he is not here today because I would
have wanted him to know that a going to war is not like
being invited to a friend’s wedding.
During war, the enemy invades your territory and there is
no time to buy weapons or train the military. At that point
the most important thing will be to protect your borders
from the enemy. It is important that the capabilities of
the military are balanced (military balance), if not they
will be incompetent to serve the nation.
The Honourable Members’ concern should mainly be
that this request should have long been made because
their cars and aircrafts are very old as some were bought
more than 30 years ago. We are aware of just how
old they are because some of us including myself and
Major General Mokgware were present when they were
purchased. They need new equipment that we can be
proud of and trust that we are safe as a nation. The same
applies to the police force. Madam Speaker we usually
complain about the increase of crime in the country.
We cannot expect much from the police force if we did
not train and provide them with appropriate equipment
and weapons to protect the country nor building police
stations that bring them closer to the crime prone areas.
Thank you Madam Speaker.
MR MOSWAANE (FRANCISTOWN WEST): Let
me thank you Madam Speaker and thank God who
created heaven and earth, who appointed the Botswana
Democratic Party to govern this country. Honourable
Members, may the Almighty shine his light upon you,
give you peace and above all give you wisdom to
lead this country. Madam Speaker, I am pleased to be
commenting on the Budget Speech presented to us by
Honourable Matambo; which clearly is a development
budget. This budget clearly will help/assist those who
are economically disadvantaged, those who are sick and
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everyone else who is hit by all kinds of problems we are
experiencing in our country. Firstly, let me request and
caution Members of the Opposition that it is not right for
us in Botswana to use words which we can describe as
being racially discriminatory against other religions or
nationalities. I was sad when one of the Members cited
the Muslim and Hindu Society religions as enriching
themselves with the wealth of this country. Those words
are not worthy of you Honourable Member; if he was
here I could be warning him never to say that again.
Botswana is not centered on the interests of one Member
of Parliament regarding religious affiliations.
MR MANGOLE: On a point of procedure. Thank you
Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, I wanted to highlight
that our recent procedure in this parliament is going to
make this process difficult for us and our parliament
less enjoyable. I have realized that my colleagues
from across the aisle have developed a tendency of
denying us clarifications, even when they finish their
debates 10 minutes before their allocated time elapses.
It will be unfair if we returned the favour and denied
them clarifications. Madam Speaker, you have heard
me requesting for clarification from the Honourable
Member for about three times and it was denied, but he
had 7 minutes remaining. This habit is going to ruin our
parliament experience. Thank you.
MADAM SPEAKER (MS KOKORWE): I understand
you Honorable Mangole, but it depends on how you
cooperate in this House. When you cooperate, you will
be allowed those clarifications but if they deny, there is
no Standing Order I can use to make them yield.
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, we are a peaceful
nation, a nation that has accepted multiple religions to
be practiced in our country. I remember that there was
once a motion from the Opposition by Honourable
Nkaigwa which sought that this country should have
religion only. The Honourable Member should be
seriously warned that we do not condone such a notion
as Batswana. I am saying this because people of other
religions like Muslims and the Hindu Society are
unsettled because of the statements that were decisively
made by the opposition. We do not subscribe to that;
rather we believe that everyone in Botswana is free to
practice his/her religion according to God’s will and no
one should use Parliament to attack other religions…
MR KGOROBA: Point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker. Honourable Moswaane is not telling the truth
when he says the Opposition, it is not like Honourable
Nkaigwa said that statement on behalf of the Opposition.
I implore that he withdraw that statement that Opposition
discriminates against some religions.
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MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane,
Honourable Nkaigwa said those words not the
Opposition. So please correct that.
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker a motion is
sponsored by a party to be discussed in Parliament. That
is very true…
MADAM SPEAKER: I do not know where that is
written…
MR MOSWAANE: If I table my motion, it is endorsed
by the Member of Parliament from the Botswana
Democratic Party and the rest of my colleagues at the
Botswana Democratic Party. That is the understanding
in the National Assembly but anyway Honourable
Nkaigwa said he personally…
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane
sit down. You cannot tell me that motions are endorsed
by the party because you always table motions here
and are not supported so it means you table them as an
individual. Maybe Honourable Nkaigwa is like you,
he said that statement in his own personal capacity, so
withdraw.
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, it now shows
that you have some interests because you are making
reference to past issues. I withdraw for the sake of peace
and love.
MADAM SPEAKER: Remove those additions of
peace.
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, I am saying
peace and love in this House.
MR MANGOLE: Point of order. Madam Speaker, my
colleague should withdraw without any additions, it
should be unconditional. We request that he withdraw
his words unconditionally.
MADAM
withdraw.

SPEAKER:

Honourable

Moswaane,

MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, perhaps English
is misunderstood, I said with peace and love I withdraw.
There is no condition in that. I am just showing love
and peace.
Madam Speaker, we should always remember that
Botswana is a peaceful country, it is a free country which
accommodates all religions and tribes so we should be
careful that as we make noise, we should know that this
country’s economy is weak we are relying on them in all
sectors therefore let us avoid digging our own graves.
Let us decide to focus on Honourable Matambo’s budget
speech of how we are going to enhance the livelihood of
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Batswana, that should be the centre of our debates, we
should avoid negatively critiquing our benefactors. So
let us be careful about how we talk about such issues.
Honourable Members…
MR MANGOLE: Clarification. Thank you Madam
Speaker and Honourable. You are on the right track
when you say we should address other nations with
respect because our economy is reliant on them. Are you
alluding to the fact that when Honourable Skelemani
once called the former President of Madagascar a disk
jockey (DJ), those words are improper, are you alluding
to that?
MR MOSWAANE: No, I am not going to be a part of
that joke. I am serious about these issues. You failed to
confront Skelemani when you were with him.
Honourable Members of the Opposition it is very
important to focus on Honourable Matambo’s budget
speech. I heard some comments from that side of the
aisle alluding that Batswana are living in poverty; we
agree that is why we have presented the budget before
you so that we can divide the economy and improve
the livelihoods of Batswana. It should not be a matter
of boasting and not giving the government credit
about her achievements. Our country has shown in
more ways than one that we want to see improvement
in the livelihood of Batswana. We have done that
through Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency
(CEDA), National Development Bank (NDB), Youth
Development Fund (YDF) and Livestock Management
and Infrastructure Development (LIMID). All these
programmes show a huge interest in the Botswana
Democratic Party to alleviate the poor from extreme
poverty to economic independence. These things we
should even as the opposition admit that we do witness
and not try to refute what even the blind can see.
Therefore through this budget speech let us admit that
there is progress which even the Opposition can see.
Honourable Matambo your budget shows that we are a
progressive country with a growing economy. These are
the things which I think that as we observe, Batswana
are also observing that the way we are living, the
peacefulness, the education system, health care, safety
in all sectors it is clear that there is government who has
a vision for our lives. Right now, you can never hear
reports that there is a Motswana who has died of hunger
or has been neglected, cannot access health care. Our
health care system is very good, starting from the level
of a nurse assisting you at the hospital. When you now
get to the level of doctor you can see that things are
good in most cases Batswana consult doctors for free
just like they do with Jesus.

MR KESUPILE: Clarification. Let me ask the
Honourable Member that as Batswana are constantly
consulting doctors at South Africa, what is the problem
here?
MR MOSWAANE: That is a very good question. You
know we are not equal in life; even the witch doctors
are not equal in their powers. As you know that in South
Africa we have experts who are much more conversant
than ours, we have to take people there to be treated
for certain diseases, not meaning we are looking down
upon ourselves in any way. We would pay for a patient
using government funds; the person would not take
themselves to seek that medical attention. You have to
give accolades for this because people realise that for
them to combat a certain illnesses they have to take a
patient to South Africa and on top of that it would be
the government footing the bill using the budget which
Honourable Matambo has just presented; the one you
are disparaging. At this juncture even some of us who
are suffering from diabetes are surviving.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR MOSWAANE: Honourable Members, I was saying
the Opposition Members are showing or depicting a
deficiency of research in many things, looking at how
they are treading; on many occasions they have failed
to realise that programmes like Poverty Eradication;
when you go to a constituency which is represented
by a Member who believes in the BDP (Domkrag) like
me, you will find more than 10 000 people who have
benefited from that programme working, yet we would
still be accused of being a government which does not
care in any way for the poor. I just wanted to invite the
Opposition Members to come with me to Francistown
West, so that they can go and see what is meant by
Poverty Eradication.
you also discourage people from accessing government
programmes whilst you utilise programmes like the
Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA),
National Development Bank (NDB) and so forth while
you benefit from them. So when it comes to this situation
where you keep saying that we should be compassionate
towards this nation we should rather state clearly that…
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of order, Madam
Speaker. Honourable Moswaane says that we discourage
people from utilising programmes such as CEDA whilst
we enjoy them. Can he produce proof of that and give us
names of who discouraged anyone from accessing the
programmes whilst they benefited from it?
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, give
proof.
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MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, on page 5,
paragraph 7, sub heading for Poverty Eradication
Framework, Honourable Boko wrote, “An expensive
political adventure that consumes several hundreds
of millions of Pula each year with no tangible results
to show. The flagship initiative under the programme
is backyard gardening. A poorly conceived and
exceedingly wasteful initiative”. He is talking about
the poor and discouraging them by saying that the
government is trying to gain points form them through
such programmes…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of order,
Madam Speaker. Thank you Madam Speaker. I can
tell that the Honourable Member was quoting from
somewhere but I do not know what the source is. Perhaps
he could share the source with us and also respond to
Honourable Keorapetse’s question.
MADAM SPEAKER: Please tell us where you are
quoting from and whether if at all it answers Honourable
Keorapetse’s question.
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, I have been
asked to produce proof of how the Opposition parties
discourage people from accessing government
programmes and I have stated that it is from Honourable
Boko’s speech. This is where I am saying that he stated
that these are useless points scoring initiatives and that
they are a waste of money. Yet he is a role model.
MADAM SPEAKER: What page is it?
MR MOSWAANE: I have stated the page number.
It is in the speech by Honourable Boko, when he
was responding to the budget speech by Honourable
Matambo. It is on page 5, paragraph 7, under the sub
heading “For Poverty Eradication Framework”. It reads
thus, “An expensive political adventure that consumes
several hundreds of millions of Pula each year with no
tangible results to show. The flagship initiative under the
programme is backyard gardening; A poorly conceived
and exceedingly wasteful initiative”.
I therefore was saying that these are the words of a
leader who is not compassionate.
MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Madam
Speaker, I beg to move that this House do now adjourn.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 18:00 p.m. until
Thursday 11th February, 2016 at 2:00 p.m.
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